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ABSTRACT

Transparent conductors (TC) - materials that are both transparent and conductive - are of great interest for modern technologies. However, a replacement is needed for the most commonly used TC, Indium tin oxide (ITO), because it requires high temperature processing and lacks flexibility, which is a critical requirement for future applications. Networks of silver nanowires are an excellent candidate for transparent flexible applications. In this work, I made a range of networks - with different thicknesses - of silver nanowires - with different lengths and diameters - in order to understand the effects of the aspect ratio of silver nanowires on the networks' opto-electrical properties. The best networks had a transmittance $T = 90\%$ for $R_S = 45\Omega/\square$ and annealing the networks for 30 min at $200^\circ C$ improved the ratio of dc to optical conductivity, a figure of merit (FoM) which describes the opto-electrical properties of networks of 1D materials, by a factor of two. However in order to be able to compare network and nanowire properties in the percolation region, new FoM's had to be introduced: the percolation exponent $n$ and the percolative FoM $\Pi$. $n$ and $\Pi$ spanned 0.67 to 2.44 and 20 to 56 respectively. I showed that a lower $n$ and higher $\Pi$ would lead to the best properties and I estimated that nanowires with a diameter of $25nm$ would yield a transmittance $T = 90\%$ and a sheet resistance $R_S = 25\Omega/\square$. Nanowires were cut using sonic energy and I found that the length of the nanowire depends on sonication time as $L \propto t^{-0.3}$. Being able to cut the nanowires allowed me to show that in the bulk regime the conductivity ratio depends on nanowire length and diameter as $\frac{\sigma_{dc}}{\sigma_{opt}} \propto \frac{1}{D}$.

Following the group’s success with depositing one dimensional nanomaterials into state of the art transparent thin films, I decided to make transparent flexible dielectric capacitors with nanostructured porous electrodes. I successfully designed and constructed these devices by depositing carbon nanotubes either side of a thin film of polyvinyl acetate. By varying the geometry of the dielectric and electrode layers, their influence on the capacitors’ properties could be defined. Impedance spectroscopy
was used to characterise capacitors with transmittance between 60% and 75%, electrode sheet resistance between 400Ω/□ and 9kΩ/□, and capacitance between 0.35F.μm⁻¹ and 0.9F.μm⁻¹. I showed that increasing the thickness of the dielectric would lower the areal capacitance following the definition \( C_A = \frac{\varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_R t}{d} \), however the electrode thickness had no effect on the capacitance. Identically, varying the electrode thickness varied the transmittance and sheet resistance while the polymer thickness had no effect on these properties. To prove their use for flexible applications, the capacitors were tested for mechanical stability. The capacitance and resistance were measured after cycles of bending the sample back and forth to a radius of curvature of 8 mm and both proved stable under these conditions. I then varied the electrode material as a substitute for carbon nanotubes and fabricated a range of capacitors using graphene and silver nanowires electrodes. The graphene electrodes showed very poor sheet resistance but displayed identical geometric and active capacitive areas which is an advantage for reproducibility. On the other hand, silver nanowire networks displayed very good opto-electrical properties but the capacitance measurements displayed very large scatter due to the wires’ surface roughness (which made their active area actually much larger than the geometric area of the device) and the network inhomogeneity from spraying.

Finally, I studied silver nanowires as Joule heaters for transparent flexible heater applications. These devices have been made by other groups before, using various one and two dimensional materials, however the heat transfer and heat loss mechanisms have yet to be fully understood. A range of flexible heaters were made from silver nanowire networks and the temperature rise investigated as a function of time, current applied and electrode transmittance. The maximum temperature obtained was 47.7°C for a network with \( T_r = 90\% \) under an applied current \( I = 100mA \). Expressions for the temperature as a function of time and current were derived and tested against the data and a new dissipation constant, \( \beta \), was defined. The derived equation for the transient curves fit the data rather well, although the setup’s design could be improved in order to reduce the scatter in the obtained values for \( \beta \). The behaviour of both bulk and percolative networks could also be very well explained by a derived expression linking surface temperature to network transmittance. A 3D surface plot was generated to
describe the temperature change as a function of transmittance and applied current and it was shown that temperatures as high as 100$^\circ$C could be achieved for a network with transmittance $T_r = 94\%$ under an applied current $I = 20mA$. 
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IPads, Kindles, solar cells, LCDs... Exciting technologies which have yet to become transparent and flexible. Transparent conductors (TC), materials that are transparent to light yet electrically conductive: these are the materials of choice to undertake such a challenge but they have yet to make it happen.

For years, the field of transparent conductors has been flooded with work on transparent conducting oxides (TCO), led by studies on the most widely used TCO: Indium Tin Oxide (ITO). ITO is an n-type semiconductor with properties such as $T = 90\%$ for $R_S = 10 \ \Omega/\Box$ so it is not surprising that it is such a popular option for TC applications. However there are drawbacks to ITO. Indium has become sparse which has led to a steady rise in its cost over the last 20 years (100 $/kg to 900 $/kg between 1990 and 2007). Since 75% of its mass is Indium, ITO is becoming economically unviable. ITO also requires high temperatures for its processing, which again increases production costs while at the same time reducing the number of substrates that can be used for its deposition. The most inconvenient aspect of ITO is its brittleness due to its ceramic nature (Figure 1.1). Indeed, the next generation of optoelectronic devices requires transparent conductive electrodes to be lightweight, flexible, cheap

Figure 1.1: Failure of ITO thin films under mechanical strain: A) tension B) compression.[1]
and compatible with large-scale manufacturing methods, conditions which ITO cannot fulfill. Therefore industry is searching for a new material which would have the same great opto-electrical properties as ITO but which would also be stable under mechanical strain and would ideally be processed on a large scale at near room temperature.

Luckily the scientific community has already been studying a range of new materials as a replacement for ITO: conducting polymers such as PEDOT:PSS, graphene, carbon nanotube and metallic grids and nanowires. Although those are all promising materials with exciting properties, only silver nanowires have the ability to achieve low enough sheet resistances for a transmittance above 90% and have the added benefit of having a very flat transmittance spectrum over the visible range. Of course, the other major advantage of nanowire or nanotube networks is that individual wires/tubes can slide along each other when the network is under strain without altering junction resistance, hence keeping overall network resistance stable [2]. Although a lot of work has been put into achieving state of the art nanowire networks, the dependence of the transmittance and sheet resistance on the geometry of the nanowires themselves has not been studied. However, the demands on novel TC materials are such that it is indispensable to understand the networks’ connectivity in order to produce the highest quality electrodes which could be tuned to specific electrical and optical requirements for transparent flexible applications.

The natural continuation for reaching towards state of the art networks of nanomaterials is to create straightforward applications exploiting the unique properties of porous electrodes of one dimensional (1D) materials. So far, 1D nanomaterials have been used to prepare all sorts of devices such as supercapacitors, solar cells, LEDs and touch-screen displays. However, it is to be noted that very little attention has been paid to one of the most basic circuit components: the dielectric capacitor. Such transparent capacitors with nanostructured porous electrodes could be very easily turned into sensors: capacitive gas and strain sensors or resistive humidity and biosensors. Although some groups[3] have reported making transparent flexible capacitors, their properties have yet to be characterised. Of course, linking device geometry to properties such as capacitance and time constant is necessary in order to tune the capacitor to requirements for any types of applications.
Figure 1.2: Transparent flexible heaters. Experimental setup and IR images of a Carbon nanotube network heater A) Schematic drawing of a carbon nanotube film and the setup for measurement. B) IR emission images and temperature profile of a carbon nanotube network heater. [4]

Another way of taking advantage of the properties of networks of 1D nanomaterials is to note that such networks lose power through heat dissipation; this can in turn be used to make transparent flexible heaters (TFH). This simple application of transparent flexible electrodes is quite straightforward but nonetheless very beneficial for use as coatings for motorcycle helmets, car windscreens or food packaging. In fact, TFHs have become a hot topic in recent years (Figure 1.2) and some have been produced with a range of materials[5–8], however the link between the network properties and the heating time and maximum temperatures reached have never been formally established. Naturally, understanding the origins and the mechanism behind these properties is crucial for applications and must be investigated.

In light of all this, it is clear that attention must be given to the study of the influence of network and device geometry on their properties. The aim of this thesis will be to investigate complex systems by stripping them down to their core properties and characterising these as a function of dimensional changes. This will allow us in
the future to tune the properties of transparent electrodes and devices to industry requirements.

As an introduction, Chapter 2 will give an overview of the work already undertaken on silver nanowire synthesis and the properties of nanowire networks while Chapter 5 will cover the characterisation of networks of silver nanowires with different length and diameters. In Chapter 6, transparent flexible dielectric capacitors with porous electrodes will be characterised and the link between the devices' properties and their geometry will be studied. Carbon nanotubes were used in this study for proof of concept due to their low surface roughness; details of the materials and methods used are covered in Chapter 2 and 3. Chapter 7 will look into using the Joule heating of networks of silver nanowires to create transparent flexible heaters. Work on the characterisation of temperature change as a function of thin film transmittance and current applied will be covered with preliminary information being given in Chapters 2 through 4.
MATERIALS AND BACKGROUND

2.1 INTRODUCTION TO TRANSPARENT CONDUCTORS

Transparent conductors are materials which can form thin films of high transparency yet low sheet resistance, two properties which are highly sought after in modern electronics [9]. The first report of a thin film of transparent conductor (TC) - cadmium oxide (CdO) prepared by thermal oxidation of sputtered films of cadmium - was published in 1907 by Badeker et al. [10]. Since then, the commercial value of these types of thin films has been recognized and extensively researched [11, 12] so that today TCs are encountered as transparent electrodes in many devices. They can be found for example in glass touch-control panels etched from TC layers and flat panel displays used as smart windows in cars or aircraft [13], in organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) used in low power consumption and lightweight flat panel displays (FPD) [14] and also in solar cells for energy harvesting [15, 16]. For such applications, industry requires films with very high transparency in the visible range paired with a very low sheet resistance [15]. An example from the industry is Hewlett-Packard who set a target of $T = 90\%$ for $R_5 = 10\Omega/\square$ for TC electrodes during their research partnership with Trinity College Dublin between 2007 and 2013. Other factors influencing the choice of a material for TC applications are durability (physical, chemical and thermal), etchability, thickness, deposition temperature, uniformity, toxicity, and cost.

Today, the most frequently used TC materials (and the closest to fulfilling the stringent requirements above) are doped metal oxides, in particular indium tin oxide (ITO) [9, 11, 17]. ITO is an n-type semiconductor consisting of indium(III) oxide ($In_2O_3$) and tin(IV) oxide ($SnO_2$), with optimal opto-electrical properties occurring at a $90/10$ atomic ratio. ITO thin films can be produced by various methods, mostly at high temperatures, including vacuum reactive evaporation [18, 19], chemical vapor deposition [20] and
sputtering [21, 22]. One major drawback of ITO is its very brittle nature. Indeed some work has shown that thin ITO films may fracture when subjected to tension or will delaminate (with or without fracturing) when subjected to compression with strains as low as 2-3% [23]. The properties controlling the fracture and delamination are the fracture toughness of the ITO and the interfacial toughness between the ITO and the substrate [1, 24]. Some companies are working on methods to solve the problem of the appearance of micro cracks within an ITO layer after repeated flexing/strain [23]. For example, an ITO on PET film can be laminated to another PET film via an optically clear adhesive; this film stack would vastly improved mechanical properties but at additional cost [25]. Another option would be to modify the ratio of indium to tin which may have some marginally advantageous effects on the film mechanical properties but the electro-optical properties would suffer. This shows that the problem of brittleness may only be avoided by switching our attention to different materials altogether. This added to the increased cost of scaling deposition to large areas due to the rising cost of indium and coupled with the relatively high sheet resistances reported for low temperature growth [26] make ITO unsuitable for future large area plastic electronics. Future displays will have to be flexible but will be required to achieve the same performances as ITO.

Several paths were followed in order to find a replacement for ITO, one of these was to fabricate transparent conductive polymers. Attention was turned towards polymers in the 1980s when a broad range of commonly available polymers were found to exhibit high electrical conductivities via simple chemical doping mechanisms [27]. PEDOT:PSS has received the largest technical and application success. Its conductivity arises from the positive doping in its backbone which can yield conductivities of 500-1000 $S.cm^{-1}$ [28], becoming competitive with transparent conducting oxides on plastic substrates. However, this material is unstable with a decrease in conductivity when exposed to heat, humidity or UV light; furthermore, its blue/green hue makes it unattractive for transparent display applications. Because of the brittle nature of ITO, some researchers were interested in applying a polymer film to maintain electrical continuity if cracks formed within ITO films but also to use as a filler to smooth porous thin films of emerging nanomaterials [29].
More recently, the ability to controllably synthesize, purify and analyze nanoparticles has lead the way to a whole new area of material science. A lot of work has been undertaken to study the optical, electrical and thermal properties of individual nanoparticles as well as porous thin films and networks of nanomaterials. The ability of nanoscale conductors to be cast into films from solution is shifting the attention in thin film electronics away from high temperature, high vacuum, expensive processes, and towards high volume, high throughput, and solution coating methods. A few nanomaterials show great promise including carbon based materials such as graphene and carbon nanotubes, but also networks of nanowires and metal grids. The interest paid to those metals in particular is due to the high conductivity of the bulk materials allowing very thin films to display conductivities matching that of ITO. Therefore, of all the materials studied, only metallic nanowire networks have come close to surpassing minimum industry standards \([30-34]\), displaying sheet resistance for \(T = 90\%\) as low as \(R_s = 49 \Omega/\square\) for spray cast networks \([33]\).

The metals most commonly used for these applications are silver (Ag), gold (Au) and copper (Cu). Through electrospinning, some have fabricated thin networks of copper nanowires with sheet resistances as low as \(50 \Omega/\square\) for \(T = 90\%\) \([34]\). In order to do this, precursor nanofibres are dissolved in polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) and electrospun onto a glass substrate. They are then heated in ambient conditions in order for the copper to oxidize into CuO before being annealed in \(H_2\) for the Cu fibers to form. PVA viscosity and spinning voltage control the diameter of the resulting nanowire and this method is easily scalable. Moreover, with this method, the lengths of the nanowires are of the order of the centimeter which brings the critical network density - the minimum density for a conductive film to form - to be up to \(10^6\) times lower than for carbon nanotubes or silver nanowires. Furthermore, the wires fuse together during the heating process decreasing the junction resistance and lowering the overall surface roughness. However electrospun copper nanowires align during the process which unidirectionally reduces the percolation threshold. This is an advantage for some applications such as directional strain sensors but perhaps not ideal for TC applications.
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2.1 Gold Nanowires

Gold nanowires have also been shown to reach sheet resistances of only 49 Ω/□ for T = 83% [35] however as for copper nanowires, thin films display a reddish tinge which is again problematic for some TC applications such as flat panel displays or touch-screen panels (see Figure 2.1).

Of all metallic nanowires, silver nanowires have reached very low sheet resistances for high transmittance [32] and fortuitously have a light greyish colour which make thin films practically invisible to the naked eye. For these reasons, our work has focused on silver nanowire thin films and their opto-electrical properties. Although some state of the art silver nanowire networks have achieved very promising transmittance and sheet resistance, it is important to study the reason behind these incredible properties in order to enhance them. This work will therefore focus on studying the influence of the geometry of silver nanowires on the properties of the networks. Later, those networks will be used for making devices such as transparent flexible capacitors and heaters.

2.2 Silver Nanowires as Transparent Flexible Electrodes

2.2.1 Synthesis and morphology

Silver is an environmentally stable metal with atomic number 47 which possesses the highest electrical conductivity (6.3 x 10^7 S.m^-1) of any element and the highest
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Figure 2.2: A) Unit cell for the FCC crystalline structure for silver B) A multiply twinned particle of silver with a 5-fold symmetry bound by ten \{111\} facets

Thermal conductivity \(429 \text{ Wm}^{-1}\text{K}^{-1}\) of any metal. It is stable in oxygen and water, but tarnishes when exposed to sulfur compounds in air or water to form a black silver sulfide layer. Atoms of silver form a close-packed fcc lattice as shown in Figure 2.2. Many properties of solids depend on the size range over which they are measured and the properties associated with these materials are the average of microscopic properties. Therefore, understanding the growth of metallic nanowires is vital to controlling their morphology (i.e. aspect ratio) and hence their electrical properties [36], quantum confinement properties [37, 38], surface plasmon resonance properties [39] etc. Silver nanowires can be synthesized using various methods which can be classified into two categories: the hard template or the soft solution methods.

The hard template method uses a porous template such as polymer films containing etched channels, biomolecules or porous aluminium oxide films as a mould in which to grow the nanowires [40, 41] as shown in Figure 2.3. However, the preparation and removal of the templates are costly and even though hard templates give better control over the geometry of the final product, they are harder to discard and hence the yield and quality of 1-D product is very low.

Over time it has become clear that soft solution methods are more useful for large-scale production of nanowires. The growth of metal nanowires from isotropic solutions is a challenging task because almost all metals are crystallized in the highly symmetric cubic lattice which means anisotropic confinement must be applied to induce and maintain 1D growth. The most common “polyol” method allows anisotropic confine-
ment and was first reported by Sun et al. [42] in 2001. The synthesis follows two steps; first Pt or Ag nanoparticles (multiply twinned particles, MTP) are prepared, then a solution of AgNO₃ and polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) is added to the solution containing the Pt/Ag seeds. The mixture is then heated at 160°C for 60 minutes then diluted in acetone and centrifuged to obtain purified silver nanowires. Two components are critical to the growth mechanism: the multiply twinned particles (MTP) [44] with the decahedral shape and the PVP. The MTP has 5-fold symmetry, with its surface bound by ten {111} facets (see Figure 2.2B). A set of five twin boundaries are required to generate the decahedral particle because it is impossible to fill the space of an object of 5-fold symmetry with only a single-crystalline lattice. The twin boundary is believed to originate simply from an angular gap of $\approx 7.5^\circ$. The nanowires are formed in the mixture by forcing the anisotropic growth of the silver crystal around the original MTPs along their {111} facets using the PVP to block the growth along the {100} facets (PVP doesn't bond to the {111} facets due to the silver atoms' different electronic configuration)[42, 43, 45, 46]. Because a twin boundary represents the highest-energy site on the surface of an MTP, it helps attract silver atoms to diffuse toward its vicinity from the solution during the Ostwald ripening process (note: this is allowed with Pt seeds because Ag and Pt have close crystalline structure and lattice constants). Mann et
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Figure 2.4: Soft solution processing of silver nanowires: A) Schematic illustration of the polyol process[43] B) Schematic illustrations showing the formation of nanowires by templating against mesostructures self-assembled from surfactant molecules: (i-iii) formation of a nanowire from aqueous phase inside a cylindrical micelle. In the case of (iv-vii) the exterior surface of an inverted micelle serves as the physical template[41].

al. [47] and subsequently Sun et al. [48] have proposed the mechanism for the evolution of gold and silver into 1D nanostructures as seen in the schematic illustration shown in Figure 2.5.

Furthermore, the presence of the highly polar PVP will create an effective potential surrounding the nanowires helping to stabilise a uniform solution [45]. Since then, other groups have obtained AgNWs without seeding simply from reduction of the AgNO₃ solution in dimethylformamide (DMF) [49]. In either case, the quality and geometry of the nanowires will depend on three factors; first the size of the initial seed will control the diameter of the nanowires. Second, the reaction temperature and time will control the length of the nanowires and third the ratio of PVP to AgNO₃ will determine whether or not nanowires will form. Indeed, a ratio of between 5 and 6 is crucial to the formation of one-dimensional nanostructures [43].
2.2.2 Sonication induced scission

In order to study the influence of the geometry of nanowires on the properties of the network, the influence of the length and the diameter must be isolated. This means that a method must be found to cut one-dimensional nanoparticles of a given diameter to different lengths. This is usually done by using sonication induced scission.

Acoustic waves in a liquid can form bubbles through rectified diffusion [50, 51] (see Figure 2.6); these bubbles will collapse very quickly when they reach a critical size which in turn creates a strong flow field in the liquid surrounding the bubble. This phenomenon is known as cavitation and has been thoroughly investigated [52–56]. In the case of a liquid containing nanowires or nanotubes, cavitation will force the fluid to accelerate along the length of the nanoparticles hence creating a drag force on the nanoparticle proportional to the velocity of the fluid. The force creates a stress which will break the nanoparticle when the stress exceeds the nanoparticle’s tensile strength. This usually happens at the centre of the nanoparticle where the drag forces are at
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Figure 2.6: Rectified diffusion growth of a single bubble in the presence of a surfactant (sodium dodecyl sulphate, SDS) and at a pressure of 0.22 ± 0.03 bar. Each picture is taken 30 seconds apart[52].

their maximum. Martijn et al. [55] in 2004 followed by Hennrich et al. [53] in 2006 have proposed a theoretical explanation for the mechanism of sonication induced scission in the case of polymers and carbon nanotubes respectively. Hennrich also shows that in the case of single-wall carbon nanotubes, the length dependence of sonication time exhibits a power law as $L_{SWNT} \propto t^{-0.5}$.

2.2.3 Deposition

Many deposition methods for silver nanowires have been investigated, some more successful than others, however this is a crucial part of the process of making state of the art, new generation TCs. Here some of the main techniques will be covered and the advantages and drawbacks of each will be discussed.

2.2.3.1 Dip coating and drop casting

Cloutier et al. [57] have reported a method for coating glass substrate with a thin film of silver nanowires by dip-coating. The method consists of slowly dipping a 25 x 25 mm glass sample into a solution of nanowires in isopropanol (IPA) using a mechanical dip coater. It is reported that the density of the network is controlled by the concentration of the solution and the number of dip-coated layers however there is no study formally explaining the link between these. The glass on which the film was formed was first thoroughly washed with detergent, acetone and IPA. The advantages of this technique is that the networks of silver nanowires are extremely homogeneous as shown in Figure 2.7, in addition it is easy to control the specificities of the network by controlling the
solution concentration, speed of dipping and number of coats. However, the authors do not discuss different substrates such as Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) for flexibility and neither do they mention making thick films with $T < 60\%$. Another inconvenience is the waste of materials as the nanowires coating the reverse of the glass slide must be discarded. Along the same idea, Peumans et al. have reported a method for drop casting silver nanowires from liquid phase and simply letting it dry [31] or pulling a Meyer rod over the surface of the substrate to achieve the desired thickness [30]. Once again, network density can be controlled by the concentration of the initial solution and the number of coats. The homogeneity of the network is dependent upon drying, hence the use of a heating lamp to avoid uneven local heating.

### 2.2.3.2 Dry transfer

Another promising technique using the principle of Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) stamping has been studied by Madaria et al. [58]. The technique consists in filtering a solution of silver nanowires in IPA through an anodised aluminium oxide (AAO) membrane so as to form a film which is subsequently transferred onto a PDMS stamp (microcontact printing) by making “conformal” contact between the membrane and the stamp. The stamp could have been previously patterned via lithography in order to transfer a patterned film of silver nanowires. The receiving substrate is then heated at 120°C while the PDMS stamp is placed against it for 1 minute then slowly removed.
This method exhibits serious advantages. First, the nanowires can be annealed whilst still on the AAO membrane before being transferred to a substrate, the advantage being the improvement of the electrical properties of the nanowire network (as discussed here later). Second, the transfer process is very uniform and results in uniform density across the whole network. Finally, the film seems to adhere strongly to the underlying PET after transfer which follows the claim that noble metals, such as Au and Ag, have highly polarizable electrons, promoting strong adhesion to materials with dispersive surfaces such as PET [59]. This method is therefore very promising since it can be performed free of chemicals and at low temperatures with the possibility to pattern the networks. However, it was shown that thick films with $T < 60\%$ cannot be transferred due to decreased interaction with the substrate. Furthermore, the advantages of strong adhesion are nulled by the fact that in any case the networks must be encased to avoid oxidation. Finally, the area of printable network is limited by the size of the AAO membrane which might reveal itself difficult to translate to large area processing.

2.2.3.3 Vacuum filtration

The vacuum filtration method was first developed by Wu et al. [60] and was later taken up by many other research groups [32, 61–63]. This was the method used to make thin films in the initial stages of this thesis. The first step comprises vacuum filtering a dilute surfactant or solvent based suspension of nanomaterials to form a thin film of nanomaterial on a nitrocellulose porous membrane. The size of the pores will scale with the dimensions of the nanomaterial. In order to eliminate all traces
of surfactant, the film is washed with purified water. The network of nanomaterial is then transferred onto a substrate using contact, heat and a 2 kg weight for 2 hours to encourage the nanowires to stick to the PET. The membrane is then washed away with consecutive baths of acetone, leaving a pristine network on the substrate. The homogeneity of the film is guaranteed by the fact that as the film builds up, the thicker regions will act as a block to the solution to allow the thinner regions to catch up. Since the nanomaterials are very long, they tend to lie straight and hence gain maximum overlap. The thickness of the film is very easily controlled by the concentration and volume of solution being filtered. The main disadvantage of this method is its inability to be scaled up for industry since the size of the membrane limits the extensiveness of the networks.

2.2.3.4 Spraying

The method described by Scardaci et al. [33] was the method used in experimental Chapters 6 and 7 for its many advantages, namely large area processing at low temperatures, excellent control over the network density and thickness and excellent reproducibility across samples. The silver nanowires in this study were sprayed from
Figure 2.10: Coffee ring structure for a colloidal solution of polystyrene latex beads (surfactant-stabilized) with a particle diameter of 113 nm ± 11 nm: A) and B) Mechanisms for particle migration; A) diffusive motion and B) induced capillary flow. C) The coffee ring effect is larger as the diameter of the droplet increases i.e. for longer drying times. This means accelerating drying and decreasing the droplet diameter are necessary for homogeneous network formation while spraying (note that the image contrast of the SEM images is dependent on the local thickness of the coffee ring structure. Therefore the region of the coffee ring structures appear to be darker as the number of the nanoparticle layers increases).[65]

liquid phase onto PET at 110°C with a cost they estimated to be about $30 m^{-2}$ which is as competitive as ITO although it is believed the price will decrease with upscaling and development. A previous paper was published by the same group in 2010 [64] covering the influence of substrate temperature on the quality of the networks. It was found that higher temperatures were best for homogeneous networks. This can be explained by the fact that for higher temperatures, droplets deposited onto the substrate and containing nanomaterials - such as nanobeads, nanowires, nanotubes or layered 2D materials - can dry faster. This has two advantages, first as the droplet spends less time on the surface of the substrate it is less likely to coalesce with other droplets before drying which would decrease network homogeneity and reduce control over network morphology. Second, theory predicts [65–67] that in the case of a droplet lying on a substrate, nanoparticles are driven to the edges of the droplet by both particle diffusive
Figure 2.11: The coffee ring effect: SEM images of AgNW networks built up through multiple spray passes. In each case the network thickness is similar, with each of these networks displaying transmittance of 92–93%. Here the back pressure increases from A to D: A) 15, B) 30, C) 45, D) 55 psi. In each case the scale bar is 50 μm. E-H) Optical micrographs of AgNWs deposited from individual drops following a single spraying pass.[33]

motion and induced capillary flow (Figure 2.10A,B)), creating a ring-like pattern on the surface upon drying. This is called the coffee-stain effect. The capillary flow is due to accelerated drying of the droplet at its edges, forcing a flow of liquid and thus a migration of the nanoparticles from the centre of the droplet towards the edge (see Figure 2.10). Because of this, Scardaci et al. chose to apply the highest temperature compatible with the substrate and only varied the back-pressure on the system. An increase in the back-pressure is responsible for smaller droplets and logically they observed more homogeneous networks for higher back-pressures as shown in Figure 2.11. The homogeneity of the network was closely linked to \( n \), a percolative figure of merit for very thin network (see following section). It was observed that larger back-pressure lead to smaller \( n \) and more homogeneous networks.
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2.2.4 Network properties

2.2.4.1 Achieving High T and low Rs

Following from the various deposition methods used, research groups have achieved state of the art networks of metallic nanowires [33, 57, 58, 60, 63]. Indeed, deposition is important for applications since the more homogeneous networks will display much lower sheet resistances [33]. Industry also requires high transmittance (T) and low sheet resistance (Rs) values paired with large deposition areas and low temperature processing. Each of the methods previously covered display some advantages and drawbacks but perhaps, the future of improving silver nanowire networks is in fact to choose the most industry-friendly process and to improve the network post-deposition or to design the network to the required specifications. In order to find out what the best way of improving the networks is, it must first be understood what limits the conductivity of the networks i.e. understanding the advantages and limitations of both the material itself and the network morphology. The properties of nanomaterials are determined significantly by their structure, i.e. by their dimensions, crystallinity and geometry. These parameters will in turn influence the conductivity of individual nanowires and the conductivity of the interwire junctions.

Silver nanowires have very large conductivity which in turn generate large overall network conductance. Nanowire conductivity may be altered by their geometry, indeed confinement along the nanowire diameter and scattering along the length of the nanowire if it is larger than the mean free path of the electrons [36] can make the nanowire more or less conductive. The geometry of the nanowires will also be responsible for the connectivity of the network [68] (as longer nanowires are more interconnected) and also will be partly responsible for the junction resistivity. Indeed, factors like nanowire-to-nanowire connections (which may limit the conductivity) will play a role in the network conductance and must be optimized. Moreover, a network of nanowires with high aspect ratio has extremely high transparency [69] in contrast with networks formed from other nanoparticles such as dots, where substantial coverage of the surface is needed for electrical conduction, leading to low optical transparency.
Finally, the morphology of the web-like network allows for very high mechanical flexibility. It was recently shown by Wu et al. [2] that nanowires can reversibly slide along one another while maintaining electrical contact, allowing the network to be stretched to strains greater than the fracture strain for individual wires. This is in agreement with previous work done on the mechanical stability of networks of silver nanowires [32]. This morphology also inherently allows the rearranging of conducting pathways and hence has high tolerance for the breaking of conducting paths, and therefore will be largely responsible for the networks’ conductance.

It is now clear that most network properties are closely related to nanowire geometry and that this relation must be investigated in order to maximise the potential of silver nanowire networks. And indeed, in order to improve the performance of the networks, some research groups have investigated selecting the physical dimensions of the wires which maximise network conductivity and transparency. For example, it has been predicted that by reducing the wire diameter and increasing the wire length of one-dimensional nanomaterials, the network conductivity can be significantly improved [68, 70–74]. This should translate into reductions in sheet resistance for networks thin enough to have high transmittance. Some work [30, 57] has hinted towards the fact that increasing the length of the nanowires does in fact improve the electrical properties of the network. However, such improvements have not been clearly demonstrated experimentally. In addition, it is not clear whether increasing the nanowire conductivity by reducing nanowire diameter would translate into better opto-electrical performances. This is largely because it is not known to what extent varying the nanowire dimensions will affect the optical properties of the network. For example, if the network absorbance increases with decreasing wire diameter, the advantages of any conductivity increase would be largely negated. Thus, there is a large gap in research on the critical matter of understanding how both the optical and electrical properties of nanowire networks depend on the dimensions of the nanowires used.

Furthermore, for all types of nanowires, a few steps can be undertaken to improve junction conductivity post-deposition. First, the PVP leftover from the nanowire’s synthesis which acts as an insulating layer between the nanowires can be removed;
then the nanowires can be fused together. Both enhancements can be obtained by simply annealing the networks. It was reported by various groups that annealing the networks to between 120°C and 250°C for between 20 and 35 min can increase the network conductivity by a factor of 10 [30, 33, 57, 58]. However, several of those reports contradict each other as extreme annealing also has the effect of melting the nanowires and hence increasing network resistivity [30, 58]. No formal experimental work has been done on varying annealing temperature and time, along with nanowire diameter, as some reports suggest that large nanowires can sustain longer annealing at higher temperatures [57]. The deterioration of the nanowires due to excessive annealing can be avoided by following some light annealing to melt away excess PVP with a localised plasmonic [75], cold [76] or chemical [77] welding of the nanowires (see Figure 2.12).

2.2.4.2 Networks of nanowires at the percolation limit

In order to compare different deposition methods, different materials and different nanowire geometries, it is important to adopt a figure of merit common to all the systems studied. Indeed it is not enough to mention a specific pair of $T$ and $R_S$ as this does not describe the material, method or nanowire type over its whole network thickness range. Historically for transparent conductors, the figure of merit of choice has been the dc to optical conductivity ratio or an equivalent term [9, 78] which is easy to obtain from $T$ - $R_S$ data as will be shown in Chapter 3 of this thesis. This method has
Figure 2.13: A network at its percolation threshold where each junction can be modeled as a simple resistance. This is turn allows modelling of complex networks of 1D nanostructures.[74]

been successfully used to obtain the conductivity ratio for graphene, carbon nanotube and silver nanowire networks [79]. However this approach is not complete, indeed, for one and two dimensional materials at transparencies necessary for device applications the sheet resistance increases much faster as transmittance increases. Much work has been done on trying to model the behaviour of the networks for high transparency, most of them based on percolation theory.

Electrical percolation describes the onset of electrical conductivity across a previously insulating region once conducting links have been added at a density exceeding some critical value, the percolation threshold (see Figure 2.13). For conducting rods, randomly deposited in-plane and above the percolation threshold, the conductivity follows the percolation scaling law [80–82],

$$\sigma_{DC} \propto (N - N_c)^n$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.1)

where $N$ is the number of rods per unit area, $N_c$ is the percolation threshold (or critical density) and $n$ is the percolation exponent. For the random distribution of the conducting sticks model in a square matrix, the critical density is given by

$$l \sqrt{\pi N_c} = 4.236$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.2)

where $l$ is the average length of the conducting sticks. The critical exponent, $n$, should depend only on the dimensionality of the space; for a film in two dimensions, theory
predicts $\eta = 1.33$, while in three dimensions $\eta = 1.94$ [83], however it is well known that the percolation exponent can deviate from these universal values in the presence of a distribution of inter-wire junction resistances. The magnitude of the deviation will scale with the details of the distribution, network connectivity and homogeneity, junction resistance and nanowire geometry [80, 81, 84, 85]. Other reasons for deviations from these values are that equation 2.1 was only shown to hold for $N \rightarrow N_C$ and hence might break down for thicker networks, but also the fact that silver nanowire networks are porous and have an intrinsic fractal nature i.e. are neither truly two nor three dimensional. Some groups have found it useful to substitute $\sigma_{DC}$ and $N_C$ for more easily measurable quantities by substituting in $R_S \propto \sigma_{DC}^{-1}$ into $R_S \propto (V - V_C)^{-\eta}$ where $R_S$ is the sheet resistance of the network and $V$ is the volume of solution used in the process of making the network [58]. In this case, $V_C$ was found experimentally as the smallest volume of solution needed to make a conducting film. Others have chosen to include the average thickness of the network as a proxy for density (assuming density does not vary with increasing network thickness) and to write $\sigma_{DC} \propto (t - t_c)^n$ where $t_c$ is the threshold thickness. Since thickness can easily be related to sheet resistance and transmittance for thin metallic films, this final expression is the one that will be used in this work. A more complete overview in Chapter 3 will cover the use of percolation theory to describe thin films of silver nanowires.

2.3 CARBON NANOTUBES ELECTRODES FOR DEVICE APPLICATIONS

2.3.1 Morphology and properties

Since their discovery by Iijima in 1991[86], carbon nanotubes (CNT) have been studied extensively [60, 61, 87, 88]. With very high mobility ($10^5 \text{cm}^2\text{V}^{-1}\text{s}^{-1}$) [89] and very promising electrical [90] and mechanical properties [91, 92], the state of the art carbon nanotubes are a contender as a replacement material for Indium Tin Oxide (ITO). Carbon nanotubes are extremely stiff, displaying Young's modulus close to 1 TPa, and are among the world's strongest materials, with strength between 50 and 100 GPa [93].
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Figure 2.14: Structure of a carbon nanotube: A) The seamless rolling of a sheet of graphene along a vector C (the circumferential vector) creates a carbon nanotube. The electrical properties of the nanotube will depend on the length and direction of C with respect to the beehive lattice. B) STM image of a carbon nanotube. The tube axis is indicated with a solid, black arrow and the zigzag direction is highlighted by a dashed line. A portion of a two-dimensional graphene layer is overlaid to highlight the atomic structure.

They have been studied for potential device applications and nanoscale electronics, as networks for transparent electrodes but also as a component for solar cells [94], supercapacitors [95] and biological sensing [96].

Carbon nanotubes are built from a single sheet of sp²-hybridised carbon atoms, or graphene, rolled onto itself to form a seamlessly connected tube [97] (Figure 2.14). Depending on the orientation of the rolling, the properties of the tube will change, mainly the electrical properties of the nanotube will be greatly affected by its chirality. The diameter of the nanotubes can be defined as:

\[
d = \frac{\sqrt{3}}{\pi} a_{cc} \sqrt{n^2 + nm + m^2}
\]

where \( a_{cc} = 0.14nm \) is the carbon-bond length and \( n \) and \( m \) are the coordinates of the circumference vector in the \( (\vec{a}_1, \vec{a}_2) \) plane (Figure 2.14). In the case of \( n = m \) the diameter will be \( d = \frac{3}{\pi} a_{cc} n \) and the carbon nanotube will be metallic [99], in any other case the carbon nanotube will be semiconducting and the bandgap is predicted to be proportional to \( A_0 \), where \( R \) is the nanotube radius and \( A_0 = \frac{3\gamma_0 a_{cc}}{16} \). Here
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2.3.2 Synthesis

2.3.2.1 Chemical vapor deposition (CVD)

CVD is the decomposition/reaction of one or more gas phase compounds which gives a non-volatile solid that builds up on a substrate. In the case of carbon nanotube the gases are a process gas (such as ammonia, nitrogen or hydrogen) and a carbon-containing gas (such as acetylene, ethylene, ethanol or methane). The substrate is prepared with a layer of metal catalyst particles where the size of the metallic particles will influence the diameter of the carbon nanotubes and is then heated at around 700°C at ambient pressure [103]. Nanotubes grow at the sites of the metal catalyst where the carbon-containing gas is broken apart and the carbon is transported to the edges of the particle to form the nanotubes. This mechanism is not yet well understood and
Figure 2.16: Schematics of the arc discharge process for carbon nanotubes. As a potential is applied between the anode and the cathode, a plasma is created between the graphite rods. An inert gas such as He or Ar flows through the chamber at low pressure.

is still being studied [103, 104]. CVD is the most promising method of production for industry because of its low price to yield ratio and the direct deposition onto a substrate. Moreover, it is possible to choose the exact site of growth by patterning of the catalyst.

2.3.2.2 Arc-discharge method

As shown in Figure 2.16, this method [105] consists in placing two small diameter rods (6 mm and 9 mm) made of highly purified graphite very close to each other (less than 2 mm). An inert gas (He, Ar...) flows in the chamber at a controlled pressure while a large potential is applied between the rods. As the rods are brought closer together, a discharge occurs resulting in the formation of a plasma between the rods. The plasma causes the graphite in the smaller rod to sublime and deposit itself in the form of carbon nanotubes and other nanoparticles onto the larger rod. The type, yield and quality of the nanotube product is dependent on the relative size of the rods, the nature and pressure of the gas, the presence of ac or dc voltage and the temperature.

In order to obtain single wall nanotubes (SWNT), a metallic catalyst is added to one of the rods and the type and amount of metal will again vary the quality and quantity of SWNT. The Arc-discharge method will usually cause the growth of CNTs with fewer structural defects in comparison with other techniques.
2.3.2.3 Laser Ablation

Laser ablation, is one of the superior methods to grow SWNTs [106] with high-quality and high-purity. In this method, which was first demonstrated by Smalley in 1995 [107], the principles and mechanisms are similar to the arc discharge with the difference that the energy is provided by a laser hitting a graphite pellet containing catalyst materials (usually nickel or cobalt). The properties of CNTs prepared by this process are strongly dependent on many parameters such as the laser properties (energy fluence, peak power, continuous wave versus pulse, repetition rate and oscillation wavelength), the structural and chemical composition of the target material, the chamber pressure and the chemical composition, flow and pressure of the buffer gas, the substrate and ambient temperature and the distance between the target and the substrates.

Unfortunately, all these methods produce CNTs with a number of impurities whose type and amount depend on the technique used. The techniques mentioned above produce powders which contain only a small fraction of CNTs; the rest of the product collected will be a blend of other particles such as nano-crystalline graphite, amorphous carbon, fullerenes and different metals (typically Fe, Co, Mo or Ni) that were introduced as synthesis catalysts. Impurities will impair the CNTs' electrical properties and structural defects can create weaknesses for mechanical studies, therefore developing an efficient and simple purification method is important for CNT science as covered below [108]. Furthermore, in most cases the carbon nanotubes must be collected adding a level of difficulty to the process. These challenges remain and impede the rise of carbon nanotubes as a "go-to" solution to transparent flexible applications. However, CNTs' low resistivity, low surface roughness and relative low cost makes them an ideal material for the creation of inexpensive transparent flexible applications such as dielectric capacitors and other simple circuit components with less stringent requirements.
2.3.3 Exfoliation and deposition

As discussed previously, the most common methods for synthesising carbon nanotubes require collecting them in powder form which favours bundling from Van der Waals interactions. Furthermore, this powder must be cleaned in order to get rid of any non-tubular nanoparticles. In order to make thin films of networks of carbon nanotubes it is therefore necessary to find a simple way to deposit a controlled amount of CNTs onto the desired substrate whilst also separating the bundles of nanotubes and ridding them of impurities. Much work has been completed in this area and one of the most successful methods, which was the one used for this work, is the liquid phase exfoliation of carbon nanotubes using a surfactant \[\text{[109, 110]}\]. Particles in a dispersion may adhere together via Van der Waals attraction and form aggregates of increasing size which may sediment out irreversibly due to gravity (or vice versa). An initially formed aggregate is called a floc and its formation flocculation; this process is reversible (deflocculation). If the aggregate changes to a much denser form it is said to undergo coagulation; this process is irreversible (see Figure 2.17).

In order to obtain a homogeneous colloidal solution of carbon nanotubes in water, the carbon nanotubes are separated using sonic energy and are prevented from reaggregating with the presence of surfactant. Indeed, the ionic part of the surfactant
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Figure 2.18: Schematic representations of the mechanism by which surfactants help to disperse SWNTs. A) SWNTs encapsulated in a cylindrical surfactant micelle (both cross section and side-view); B) hemimicellar adsorption of surfactant molecules on a SWNT; C) random adsorption of surfactant molecules on a SWNT[112].

binds with the carbon nanotubes while the counter-ions create a diffuse potential around the nanotube, discouraging other nanotubes from aggregating [111, 112]. This diffuse potential is called the zeta potential $\zeta$ and the presence of $|\zeta| < 30 \text{ mV}$ will create a stable dispersion (see Figure 2.18). The physics of the double layer was named DLVO theory, after its inventors Derjaguin and Landau, Verwey and Overbeek.

Once the carbon nanotubes have been dispersed in a surfactant solution, it is possible to separate SWNTs, large bundles of nanotubes and other impurities by centrifuging the solution (see Figure 2.19). A general approach for sorting carbon nanotubes by diameter, band-gap and electronic type (metallic versus semiconducting), using the technique of density-gradient ultracentrifugation was developed by Arnold et al. in 2006 [113]. This scalable approach exploits differences in the buoyant densities (mass per volume) among SWNTs. In this technique, purification is induced by ultracentrifugation in a density gradient. In response to the resulting centripetal force, particles sediment toward their respective buoyant densities and spatially separate in the gradient. However, for general use, it is enough to simply separate SWNTs and small bundles from large aggregates by centrifuging the carbon nanotube dispersion for 90
min at 5500 RPM. The supernatant liquid is then either quickly decanted from the tube without disturbing the precipitate, or withdrawn with a Pasteur pipette. Finally, the carbon nanotube networks can be formed using the vacuum filtration and spraying techniques outlined previously in the case of silver nanowire networks.

2.3.4 **Transparent flexible carbon nanotube electrodes**

Carbon nanotubes were one of the most promising 1D materials to be investigated for transparent and flexible networks in the aim of replacing materials that have been improving to near perfection over decades, materials such as silicon, copper, or the transparent conductor ITO. The attractiveness in all cases lies not necessarily in increased performance, but in cheap, room temperature fabrication, and attributes such as mechanical flexibility.

Much work was undertaken to study the properties of networks of carbon nanotubes and many more properties for carbon nanotube networks have been studied and explained than for silver nanowires. Unlike silver nanowires, the morphology of both the nanotubes and the networks and their influence on the opto-electrical properties of the networks have been extensively looked into [87, 114, 115]. It was reported by Stadermann using conductive tip AFM on very short length scales that discrete drops in conductance could be measured which spatially corresponded to
junctions between carbon nanotubes in a network [116-119]. The conductivity drop depended on the type of junction, metallic/metallic, semiconducting/semiconducting or metallic/semiconducting but in all cases the junction resistance is several orders of magnitude higher than the nanotube bundle resistance and hence dominate the overall network resistance.

Hecht [114] then showed that the dc conductivity scaled with the average CNT bundle length as $\sigma_{DC} \propto L^{1.46}$ in agreement with some theoretical work done by Balberg in 1983 [74] where CNT networks were modeled as a two-dimensional system of randomly distributed conducting sticks which, near percolation, displayed a dependence $\sigma_{DC} \propto L^{2.48}$. However, 2.48 acts as an upper bound in the case where network resistance is only dependent on junction resistance. Others have shown that the conductivity of CNT networks will decrease with increasing film porosity and bundle diameter [70], a model which is in perfect agreement with a study of junction resistance in the case of pristine, acid-treated and annealed SWNT bundles [87].

Networks of carbon nanotubes in the percolation regime were also extensively studied, in fact much of the research based on CNTs was used to build the foundations for studying networks of nano-scaled wires. Since the basis for the study of silver nanowire networks was extracted from literature on CNT networks, the properties of percolative carbon nanotube networks will not be a reviewed to avoid repetition. Furthermore, because of the very-well known properties and low surface roughness of carbon nanotube networks these were the ideal candidate for the second part of this work: using porous, transparent and flexible electrodes for device applications.

### 2.3.5 Transparent flexible capacitors and capacitive sensing

With the scientific community’s attention monopolized by supercapacitors, very little work has been carried out on transparent, flexible dielectric capacitors (TFC). In fact, only one paper mentions the production of a transparent flexible dielectric capacitor with flexible carbon nanotube electrodes to be used as a skin-like pressure and strain sensor [3]. Some capacitive sensors made from copper electrodes and PDMS dielectric
were also made, acting as a flexible, though non-transparent, dielectric capacitor [120] and some transparent and flexible pressure sensors were recently produced for touch screen applications using Indium Zinc Oxide (IZO) and polycarbonate dielectric [121]. However, the characterization of the properties of TFC as a function of device morphology has never been tackled. Although the motivation behind this work was to use porous electrodes to build transparent and flexible capacitors to be used in the field of transparent flexible electronics, a byproduct of these capacitors with porous electrodes is their ability to be used in the area of capacitive humidity sensing. Indeed, the porous nature of CNT electrodes allows for small molecules to travel through them in order to interact with the dielectric layer of the capacitor. These devices could be very useful in the case of biosensors, where the sensor needs to blend in with and follow the movements of a patient’s skin. Furthermore, detection of the concentration of a specific gas molecule in mixtures of various gas molecules is increasingly required for control and monitoring of various industrial or medical processes.

Capacitive-type sensors have good prospects given that the capacitor structure is so simple, enabling miniaturization and achieving high reliability and low cost. The principle of capacitive sensing is usually to choose the dielectric in the device to be sensitive to a range of gas or liquid analytes. Little so far is known about the fundamentals of capacitive type chemical sensors, in particular, gas sensors based on capacitance change, though it can be assumed that the analyte will interact with the dielectric in various ways [122–126]. It can, for example, cause swelling of the dielectric, affect the dielectric constant of the new system or affect the resistance of the porous electrode as it comes in contact with it, all of which will affect the measured capacitance of the system. It is therefore very important to characterize the properties of transparent flexible capacitors with nanostructured electrodes in order to control those properties for applications.
2.4 TRANSPARENT FLEXIBLE HEATERS (TFH)

When an electric current flows through a solid or liquid with finite conductivity, electric energy is converted to heat through resistive losses in the material. The heat is generated on the micro scale when the conduction electrons transfer energy to the conductor’s atoms through collisions; this phenomenon is called joule, resistive or ohmic heating. Transparent flexible heaters are an interesting application to transparent flexible nanostructured electrodes simply based on joule heating at the junctions in the network.

Transparent heaters have already been developed and are in production [127, 128] using either ITO sputtered on a polyester film or using a micro wire heating element laid in a pattern between two clear substrate materials. Transparent heaters are designed to work with LCD panels, windows, mirrors, solar panels, camera lenses, touch screens or any application that requires light or visual transmittance in cold and moist environments. However, both ITO and micro-wires display weaknesses; ITO is brittle and will not be useable in the case of flexible applications and wires do not heat the substrate homogeneously. This is why attention has been turned once again towards materials such as metallic nanowires, carbon nanotubes and graphene which give a homogeneous coverage of the substrate while remaining transparent and flexible.

The matter of joule heating in networks of nanowires has already been tackled, mainly because in very resistive, industrially relevant networks, current density is very high and represents a problem when it comes to electromechanical stability of devices [129]. Figure 2.20 illustrates how very thin networks of silver nanowires will fail over time if current densities are high enough. Although silver nanowires have small diameters and display some small intrinsic defects, including interfaces and dislocations, it is believed junctions are mainly responsible for joule heating. The power dissipation which happens mainly at the nanowire/nanowire junctions is proportional to the current and resistance of the network as $P = I^2R$ and is partly responsible for network failure in percolative films [7, 130]. Khaligh et al. showed through SEM imaging of nanowires that after annealing or after network failure, the nanowires
Figure 2.20: Dependency of time to failure on resistance and current density in the case of a thin network of metallic nanowires. A) The number of days to failure versus sheet resistance, when conducting $17 \, mA.cm^2$ across samples with different resistances. B) The relationship between the number of days to failure and current density, as measured with three different $30 \, \Omega/\Box$ electrodes. [129]

displayed the same morphological alterations, furthering the claims that heating is responsible for network failure [129]. This shows that it is important to understand and characterise the temperature increase of nanowire network as a function of current applied and network density in order to avoid network failure and to be able to use these networks for transparent flexible heater applications.

### 2.4.1 Heating devices in the literature

Transparent flexible heaters made from one or two dimensional nanomaterials have started emerging as recently as 2007, led by carbon nanotubes thin [6] and thick films [131]. Carbon nanotubes were chosen for their extraordinary thermal conductivity of nearly $3500 \, W/mK$, extreme thermal stability for temperatures as high as $3200 \, K$ in vacuum [130, 132] and emissivity close to 1 [6, 133]. The research was focused on proving the concept of carbon nanotube networks as heaters and less so on understanding the link between network properties and temperatures attained. However, as the interest grew for those simple devices so did the amount of research. In 2010, Jang et al. [134] published work on the dependence of power input on maximum achieved temperature. They reached the conclusion that temperature increased as power applied increased;
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Figure 2.21: Understanding the mechanism for heat loss dependency with the change in film thickness. A) Heat losses of a conventional film heater (Pt thin film). B) Conduction. C) Convection. D) Radiation losses of the SWCNT network heater.[5]

this make sense since increasing the power input is done by increasing the current which in turn allows for more electrical energy to be converted into heat. In 2010, Kang et al. [5] characterised the temperature response of carbon nanotube heaters as a function of network resistance (at room temperature) and applied voltage. It is pointed out that the power input depends on $V$ and $R$ as $P = V^2/R$ and that the thin films can be characterised by the heat generation as a function of input power $dT/dp$. Though what is interesting about this paper is that for the first time the mechanism of heating is tackled and explained as a function of radiation, convection and conduction i.e. a stable temperature occurs when the heating power compensates for the heat loss at the interfaces (air and substrate). (see Figure 2.21).

Heat transfer through conduction is believed to happen at discrete points of contact of the SWNTs with the substrate which means that as the film grows thicker, the heat loss through conduction increases rapidly (Figure 2.21 B)). The second heat loss mechanism is convection through air which, they suppose, will have a larger effect in very thin films (Figure 2.21 C)). Finally, some heat loss is attributed to radiation
which will decrease as the film thickness increases as SWNTs have very high optical absorption properties [133] (Figure 2.21 D)).

Although SWNTs are an excellent candidate for TFH applications, a lot of attention has been given to graphene in the last few years. Indeed, the outstanding thermal conductivity of graphene films [135–138] provides another advantage for using graphene in transparent heaters. As it delivers heat quickly to the environment, the result is a faster heating rate and a more homogeneous temperature distribution additionally to the low surface roughness and homogeneous coverage intrinsically provided by the morphology of graphene thin films. Furthermore, since the temperature depends on the morphology of the film, the desired temperature can be set by modifying the sheet resistance using chemical doping and varying the thickness of the graphene film [8, 139].

Finally, and as for most transparent flexible applications, a couple of articles [7, 140] have very recently been published on TFHs made from silver nanowire electrodes as a logical continuation from carbon based nanomaterials for their very high conductivity ratio $\frac{\sigma_{C,R}}{\sigma_{C,P}}$, comparable to that of ITO. In 2012, the first AgNW TFHs were reported from Celle et al. [7]. Silver nanowires seemed to behave quite similarly to carbon-based materials although the maximum temperatures were achieved after much longer times (200 sec for AgNWs against 60 sec for SWNTs and graphene) which can be a result of silver’s much lower thermal conductivity compared to SWNTs and graphene. The
same paper also shows how the substrate has an effect on the temperature achieved, which means heat conduction through the substrate is an important part of the process (Figure 2.22) in agreement with previous theories for SWNT films. Indeed, heat disperses more rapidly when a material has a high thermal diffusivity value. At 50 °C, the thermal diffusivity of the substrates used are about $1.5 \times 10^{-7} \text{ m}^2/\text{s}$ for poly(ethylene naphthalate) (PEN) and $5.9 \times 10^{-7} \text{ m}^2/\text{s}$ for glass. These values indicate that heat transfer is lower with the PEN substrate and thus heating rate and steady state temperature are both slightly higher when compared with the glass substrate. This paper also reported that applying too high a voltage will destroy the networks due to melting of the nanowires which is an inconvenience for applications where highly transparent percolative networks must be used.

Although much work has been undertaken to create state of the art flexible and transparent heaters for a whole range of applications, too little effort has been put into understanding exactly the mechanism behind these nanostructured porous heaters. Within the last few months, some work has arisen on the theory of heat transfer in TFHs. Janas et al. [141] have in March of this year published work on CNT thin films as heaters. The film was suspended while surface temperature was monitored with a thermal camera. They report that, assuming complete conversion of electric power
into heat, fitting of the data (Figure 2.23) revealed two regimes of heat evolution. The lower regime is convection to air and conduction to the supporting quartz slides. Then radiative emission starts to dominate at about 150 °C and at temperatures higher than 400 °C one could see a very faint red glow of the hot surface. Another paper [139] published last July states some of the basic equations of thermodynamics and heat convection and radiation in order to obtain an expression for time dependent temperature.

In this work, networks of silver nanowires will be studied in order to fill the gaps in the understanding of the time-dependent behaviour of the networks during the heating process and the dependence of the saturation temperature on the current applied and thickness of the nanowire network.
3.1 NETWORKS OF ONE-DIMENSIONAL NANOMATERIALS

3.1.1 Electrical and optical properties of thin metallic films

3.1.1.1 Electrical properties

In the scientific quest to find a new transparent flexible conducting material, metallic nanoparticles were always an attractive option. Metals are characterised by high electrical conductivity brought on by the fact that a large number of electrons in a metal are free to move about. Those free electrons are called conduction electrons, i.e. the valence electrons of the atom become the conduction electrons of the metal. The characteristic feature of metallic binding is the lowering of the energy of the valence electrons in the metal as compared with the free atom. This comes from the fact that metals crystallise in relatively close packed structures: hcp, fcc, bcc...\[142\] The Drude model of electrical conduction was proposed in 1900 by Paul Drude to explain the transport properties of electrons in conductive materials. The model assumes that the microscopic behavior of electrons in a solid may be treated classically, meaning that electrons are assumed to travel a distance \( \lambda \) (the mean free path) in a straight line in the solid before being scattered by (and loosing most of their momentum to) a much larger immobile positive ion on the crystal lattice (see Figure 3.1). Therefore, it is possible to model the behaviour of electrons in a metal by assuming they behave like an ideal gas of particles of mass \( m \) and velocity \( v_d \) associated to temperature of the gas. Electrical current density under an applied electric field, \( E \), can then be written as

\[
J = -eNv_d = \frac{e^2N\tau}{m}E = \sigma E
\] (3.1)
Figure 3.1: Drude Model electrons (shown here in blue) driven by an electric field \( E \) constantly bounce between heavier, stationary crystal ions (shown in red)

where \( \sigma \) is the conductivity of the material, \( N \) is the number of electrons with charge \(-e\) per unit volume and \( \tau \) is the time between collisions of the electrons with impurities, lattice imperfections and phonons within the crystal. Furthermore, the current density is by definition the current per cross sectional area

\[
I = \frac{J}{A} \quad (3.2)
\]

and the potential drop along a line of length \( l \) in an electric field \( E \) is

\[
V = E l \quad (3.3)
\]

\[
V = \frac{I}{A} \rho l \quad (3.4)
\]

\[
V = RI \quad (3.5)
\]

also known as Ohm's law, where the resistance is \( R = \rho \frac{l}{A} \). In a thin film, \( A = wt \) where \( t \) is the thickness of the film and \( w \) is the width of the film, therefore

\[
R = R_s \frac{l}{w} \quad (3.6)
\]

where by definition

\[
R_s = \frac{1}{\sigma t} \quad (3.7)
\]

is called the sheet resistance. The concept of sheet resistance is applicable to films thin enough to be considered as two-dimensional entities. Although sheet resistance should have the same units as resistance, its unit is in fact taken as \( \Omega/\square \) to indicate that the value is that of a unit area of material. Here, \( \sigma \) is the dc conductivity of bulk silver and will be symbolised from now on by \( \sigma_{DC,B} \).
3.1.1.2 Optical properties

In a thin metallic film, the evaluation of the amplitude and phase of the electromagnetic wave is lengthy but straightforward, although only the end result will be given here. Indeed, if the film is very thin then incident light will be subjected to multiple reflection and transmission before exiting the film as shown on figure 3.2. By calculating the multiple reflections and transmissions at the two symmetrical boundaries (given by $z = 0$ and $z = l$), assuming the thickness of the metallic film is lower than the wavelength of visible light and that the film is optically conductive, the transmittance of light can be approximated as:

$$T = \left(1 + \frac{Z_0 \sigma_{op} l}{2} \right)^{-2} \tag{3.8}$$

Where $\sigma_{op}$ is the conductivity of the material as light interacts with it - or the optical conductivity. The definition of sheet resistance (equation 3.7) can be substituted:

$$T = \left(1 + \frac{Z_0 \sigma_{op}}{2 R_s \sigma_{DC,B}} \right)^{-2} \tag{3.9}$$

The ratio of dc to optical conductivity, $\frac{\sigma_{DC,B}}{\sigma_{op}}$, is a figure of merit used widely in the area of transparent networks of nanotubes/nanowires where a larger ratio will lead to better opto-electrical properties. Note that equation 3.8 is analogous to the Beer-Lambert law, $T = e^{-\alpha l} = e^{-\alpha (\sigma_{DC,B} R_s)^{-1}}$, expanded to first order with $\sigma_{op} \approx \sigma / Z_0$. In fact, a more popular figure of merit in the field of transparent conductors is $\frac{\sigma_{DC,B}}{\alpha}$ [9, 79], however the form of equation 3.8 will be more useful in this work.
Figure 3.3: Transmittance ($\lambda = 550\text{nm}$) plotted as a function of film sheet resistance for networks of silver nanowires and carbon nanotubes as well as evaporated silver and commercial ITO. This work by De et al. shows that equation 3.9 fails to describe the data accurately at high transmittance in the case of networks of one-dimensional nanostructures. [32]

3.1.2 Characterisation of a percolative network

The above definition of transmittance as a function of sheet resistance describes the properties of thin metallic films very well when those thin films have thicknesses above a certain critical thickness $t_{\text{min}}$. However this theoretical model deviates for films with thickness below this threshold as shown in Figure 3.3. This is easily understood for networks of one-dimensional materials with very few connective paths. Indeed, as the number of paths decreases the conductivity will decrease extremely fast. Likewise, as more links are added, new conducting paths are formed and the conductivity increases rapidly. The transmittance on the other hand will remain more or less unaffected by the change in available conductive paths. This phenomenon is called percolation and has been studied extensively in the areas of mathematics (computer connectivity, social networking) [144–146], chemistry [147] and biology (epidemics) [148–150].
Percolation can be discussed in terms of probability, the probability that a conductive path will be present between the two sides of a network as more nanowires are added to the network. The probability at which a conductive path occurs is called the \textit{percolation threshold}. The behaviour at thicknesses greater than a few nanometers is distinct from true percolation however, percolation-like conductivity scaling has been observed for a number of systems far from the percolation threshold\cite{32, 35, 79, 95, 151, 152}. This can be considered as an intermediate system between true percolation and bulk behaviour. Theoretical work has been done on the percolative behaviour of networks of rods and it was found that at thicknesses near percolation (from above) the conductivity of the network follows

\[ \sigma_{DC} \propto (N - N_c)^n \]  

\[ (3.10) \]

where \( N \) is the number of rods per unit area, \( N_c \) is the percolation threshold (or critical density), \( n \) is the percolation exponent which would only depend on the dimensionality of the space in the case of true percolation (see Chapter 2, section 2.2.3) and \( \sigma_{DC} \) is the conductivity of the percolative network, different to \( \sigma_{DC,B} \). For this study, it is more convenient to talk about the thickness of the network rather than the number density of wires making up the network. The number of rods per unit area can be written as

\[ N = \frac{m_N}{m_{nw} A} \]

\[ (3.11) \]

\[ = \frac{m_N}{A \rho_{nw} \langle V_{nw} \rangle} \]

\[ (3.12) \]

\[ = \frac{A \rho_{N}}{A \rho_{nw} \langle V_{nw} \rangle} \]

\[ (3.13) \]

\[ = \frac{t}{\rho_{nw} \langle V_{nw} \rangle} \]

\[ (3.14) \]

where \( m_N \) is the mass of the network, \( m_{nw} \) the mass of a nanowire, \( \rho_{nw} \) is the density of a nanowire, \( V_{nw} \) is the average volume of a nanowire, \( A \) is the surface area of the film and \( \rho_N \) is the thin film density\cite{70, 79} (note that due to high porosity, \( \rho_N \neq \rho_{nw} \)). Therefore, the effective thickness of the film can be written as

\[ t = \frac{N \langle V_{nw} \rangle \rho_{nw}}{\rho_N} \]

\[ (3.15) \]

\[ = sN \]

\[ (3.16) \]
This can be subbed into equation 3.10 by writing

\[ \sigma_{DC} \propto s^{1/n} (N - N_c)^n \]  
(3.17)

\[ \propto (sN - sN_c)^n \]  
(3.18)

This means that we can write the conductivity of percolative films proportionally to film thickness as

\[ \sigma_{DC} \propto (t - t_c)^n \]  
(3.19)

For industrially relevant films, \( t \gg t_c \) meaning \( (t - t_c) \sim t \), therefore

\[ \sigma_{DC} = kt^n \]  
(3.20)

where \( k \) is a proportionality constant. \( \sigma_{DC} \) increases with increasing thickness until it reaches its bulk value, \( \sigma_{DC,B} \), at \( t = t_{min} \), meaning

\[ \sigma_{DC,B} = kt_{min}^n \]  
(3.21)

or

\[ k = \frac{\sigma_{DC,B}}{t_{min}^n} \]  
(3.22)

allowing us to write

\[ \sigma_{DC} = \sigma_{DC,B} \left( \frac{t}{t_{min}} \right)^n \]  
(3.23)

Let’s recall that the sheet resistance, \( R_s \), is a function of network conductivity, which is now dependent on network thickness, and can be written as

\[ R_s = \left( \sigma_{DC,B} \left( \frac{t}{t_{min}} \right)^n t \right)^{-1} \]  
(3.24)

\[ R_s = \left( \frac{\sigma_{DC,B} t_{min}^{n+1}}{t_{min}^n} \right) \]  
(3.25)

This new expression for the sheet resistance as a function of network thickness can be subbed into equation 3.8 in order to get a percolative equivalent

\[ T = \left[ 1 + \frac{Z_0}{2} \sigma_{OP} t_{min} \left( R_s \sigma_{DC,B} t_{min} \right)^{-1/n+1} \right]^{-2} \]  
(3.26)

\[ = \left\{ 1 + \frac{1}{2} \left[ \frac{\left( Z_0 t_{min} \sigma_{OP} \right)^{n+1}}{R_s \sigma_{DC,B} t_{min}} \right]^{1/n+1} \right\}^{-2} \]  
(3.27)

\[ = \left\{ 1 + \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{Z_0}{R_s} \right)^{1/n+1} \left[ \frac{\left( Z_0 t_{min} \sigma_{OP} \right)^n}{\sigma_{DC,B} \sigma_{OP}} \right]^{1/n+1} \right\}^{-2} \]  
(3.28)
This can be rewritten as

\[
T = \left[ 1 + \frac{1}{\Pi} \left( \frac{Z_0}{R_S} \right)^{1/n+1} \right]^{-2} \quad (3.29)
\]

where \( \Pi \) is the percolative figure of merit

\[
\Pi = 2 \left[ \frac{\sigma_{DC,6}/\sigma_{Op}}{\left( Z_0 l_{min, Op} \right)^{n}} \right]^{1/n+1} \quad (3.30)
\]

Equations 3.9 and 3.29 are used to describe the behaviour of thin silver nanowire films in Chapters 5 and 7. The change in bulk and percolative figures of merit will be studied as the geometry of the nanowires are varied.

### 3.2 TRANSPARENT FLEXIBLE CAPACITORS WITH NANOSTRUCTURED ELECTRODES

#### 3.2.1 Transparent polymer for dielectric applications

A polymer is a macromolecule composed of many repeated subunits\[153\], known as monomers, which are usually composed of a string of -CH\_2- groups paired with various side groups. These side groups are what affect the polymers’ properties most. In this study, poly(vinyl) acetate (PVAc) was used as the polymer for the dielectric layer of the capacitors, the structure of PVAc is shown in Figure 3.4. In order to create the capacitor’s dielectric layer, PVAc must be dissolved into a solvent in order to use it in the liquid phase. PVAc is soluble in many solvents, including acetone, tetrahydrofuran, methanol, ethanol or toluene. In order for a polymer to mix in a solvent the Helmholtz (\( F \)) free energy of the system must be minimised i.e. the entropy, \( S \), must be maximised as the internal energy, \( U \), is minimised. This is well described by Hansen solubility parameters (HSP)\[154\] where materials with similar HSP have high affinity for each other. HSPs cover three types of interactions, the atomic (or dispersive) interactions, the permanent dipole–permanent dipole interactions and hydrogen bonding. The basic equation governing the assignment of Hansen parameters is that the total cohesion energy, \( E \), must be the sum of the individual energies that make it up

\[
E = E_D + E_P + E_H \quad (3.31)
\]
where $E_D$ is the dispersive energy, $E_P$ is the polar cohesive energy and $E_H$ is the cohesive energy source in hydrogen bonding. The solubility parameters are individually defined as

$$\delta = \sqrt{\frac{E}{V}}$$

(3.32)

where $V$ is the molar volume. This means the square of the total solubility parameter can be written as the sum of the squares of the D, P, and H components.

$$\delta^2 = \delta_D^2 + \delta_P^2 + \delta_H^2$$

(3.33)

For a polymer to dissolve in a solvent, their individual Hansen parameters ($\delta_D$, $\delta_P$, $\delta_H$) must match as closely as possible.

In capacitors an electric field interacts with the bound electrons in the dielectric as shown in figure 3.5. The electron cloud is forced off-centre from the polymer’s molecular core hence creating dipoles throughout the material. The total electric field in the polymer is then the applied field minus the induced polar field and the polarisation can be written

$$\mathbf{P} = \varepsilon_0 (\varepsilon_r - 1) \mathbf{E}$$

(3.34)
Using the electric susceptibility, we can also write

$$\varepsilon_r = 1 + \chi_e$$ \hspace{1cm} (3.35)

The dielectric constant $\varepsilon_r$ is a property of the polymer and varying $\varepsilon_r$ will vary $C$.

### 3.2.2 Basics of Impedance spectroscopy

For this study, networks of various nanomaterials such as carbon nanotubes and silver nanowires were sprayed on either side of a thin film of insulating polymer in order to produce dielectric capacitors. To study these devices, *impedance spectroscopy* was used. It is well known that the current flowing through a resistive element in a circuit will follow Ohm’s law:

$$I = \frac{V}{R}$$ \hspace{1cm} (3.36)

However, in more complex circuit elements and under an applied ac potential, the behaviour of the electrical response will vary with varying frequency. Similarly to resistance, impedance is a measure of the ability of an element to resist current in such a case where the electrical response is frequency-dependent. Electrical impedance is normally measured using a small excitation signal. This is done so that the cells’ response is pseudo-linear as shown in Figure 3.6. In a linear (or pseudo-linear) system, the current response to a sinusoidal potential will be a sinusoid at the same frequency but shifted in phase. However, the signal must be large enough so that the current response is larger than the margin of error of the setup. The excitation signal expressed as a function of time has the form

$$V_t = V_0 \sin(\omega t)$$ \hspace{1cm} (3.37)

where $V_t$ is the excitation voltage at time $t$, $V_0$ is the amplitude of the signal and $\omega$ is the radial frequency. The relationship between the radial frequency ($rad/s$) and the frequency (Hz) is

$$\omega = 2\pi f$$ \hspace{1cm} (3.38)

In a linear system, the response $I_t$ is shifted by an angle $\varphi$ and has amplitude $I_0$

$$I_t = I_0 \sin(\omega t + \varphi)$$ \hspace{1cm} (3.39)
Figure 3.6: In the case of a non-ohmic system, the current response to an applied ac voltage is non-linear as shown here. However, if the voltage applied is very small the current response appears to be linear as shown in the inset. This pseudo-linear behaviour means we can assume that the input consists of the weighted sum of several signals, then the output is simply the superposition (weighted sum) of the responses of the system to each of the signals.

hence the impedance can be expressed in terms of its magnitude $Z_0$ and a phase shift between its various components $\varphi$. If the applied sinusoidal signal $V_t$ is plotted on the x-axis of a graph and the sinusoidal response signal $I_t$ on the y-axis, the result is an ellipse (or oval) for a linear system (see Figure 3.7). This oval is known as a Lissajous figure and provides information on the type of circuit that is being dealt with in addition to information on $I$ and $V$. If the system is not linear, i.e. the frequency of the current response is different to the frequency of the applied potential, the resulting curve will be a three dimensional knot and for an ohmic system, the Lissajous curve will be a line ($\varphi = 0$). Figure 3.7 illustrates various possibilities for a linear system.

The impedance of the system is represented as a complex quantity

$$Z = Z_0 \exp(i\varphi)$$

(3.40)

where the amplitude $Z_0$ represents the ratio of amplitudes of the voltage and current and $\varphi$ is the phase shift between $I$ and $V$. Alternatively, Euler’s formula

$$\exp(i\psi) = \cos(\psi) + i\sin(\psi)$$

(3.41)
Figure 3.7: Lissajous curves deliver information about what type of circuit is being tested. Indeed the shape of the curve carries information on the presence and the weight of an imaginary component to the impedance. For example, a resistor which only has a real component will display a linear Lissajous curve. On the other hand, the current through a capacitor will lag the voltage by $\pi/2$ radians, the Lissajous curve will in this case be a circle.
Figure 3.8: A) Nyquist plot for an RC parallel circuit: the semicircular shape is typical of these circuits. The semicircular shape arises as the frequency increases and has for diameter the amplitude of the series resistance in the circuit. B) The RC parallel circuit corresponding to the above Nyquist plot allows us to write

\[ Z = Z_0[\cos \varphi + is\sin \varphi] \]  

(3.42)

showing that the impedance is composed of a real part and an imaginary part. It is possible to extract the nature of the circuit studied from the nature of the real and imaginary parts of the impedance. Each equivalent circuit will display a typical Nyquist plot, i.e. a plot of imaginary impedance versus real impedance therefore Nyquist plots are important for matching devices to their equivalent circuit. On the Nyquist Plot the impedance can be represented as a vector (arrow) of length \(|Z|\) as shown on Figure 3.8. The angle between this vector and the x-axis is the phase angle, \(\varphi (= \text{arg}Z)\), discussed previously.

Although they provide a very useful set of information, Nyquist Plots have one major shortcoming. When looking at any data point on the plot, one cannot tell what frequency was used to record that point; therefore it is essential that the information be represented in a different format. Bode plots describe the information more thoroughly.
Figure 3.9: Typical Bode plots for parallel RC circuit (as seen in Figure 3.8). A) Magnitude of the impedance as a function of frequency, the shape of the curve can be related to the type of circuit using first principles of impedance as shown in Chapter 5. B) Phase versus frequency, the phase goes to 0 for low frequency as reactance term becomes negligible.

by separating the information about the phase and the information about the amplitude of the impedance and by showing frequency information (Figure 3.9).

3.2.3 Series RC circuits

The samples in this study would ideally exhibit behaviours typical of a series RC equivalent circuit. This means that the device would not present a leaking current created by a short between the electrodes across the dielectric layer. If a short was present, the Nyquist and Bode plots would be that of a parallel RC circuit as shown in Figures 3.8 and 3.9.

**NYQUIST PLOT**  
In the case of an RC series circuit, the impedance is equal to

\[ Z = R_{\text{ser}} + X_C \]  

(3.43)

where \( X_C \) is the **capacitive reactance**. As a potential is applied to a capacitor, the current response is equal to a constant C, the capacitance, multiplied by the rate of change of voltage per unit time:

\[ I_t = C \frac{dV_t}{dt} \]  

(3.44)
As seen above, the voltage can written as \( V_t = V_0 \exp(i\omega t) \) and therefore, the current becomes \( I_t = i\omega CV_0 \exp(i\omega t) \). Substituting this into the equation for Ohm’s law (equation 3.5) leads to

\[
X_C = \frac{V_0 \exp(i\omega t)}{i\omega CV_0 \exp(i\omega t)}
\]

Or

\[
X_C = \frac{1}{i\omega C}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (3.46)

This allows us to write

\[
Z = R_{ser} - i\frac{1}{\omega C}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (3.47)

where \( R_{ser} \) is the real part of the impedance and \( 1/\omega C \) is the imaginary part of the impedance. This means that the Nyquist plot will be composed of a series of points with identical x-component equal to \( R_{ser} \) but different y-component depending on the frequency at which the impedance is measured. This means that if the nyquist plot for a device is a delta function then this device is known to behave like an RC series circuit (Figure 3.10).

**Bode plot** As before, if the device behaves like an RC series circuit it will have impedance

\[
Z = R_{ser} - i\frac{1}{\omega C}
\]
where the modulus of the impedance will be equal to

$$|Z| = \sqrt{R_{\text{Ser}}^2 + (1/\omega C)^2} \tag{3.48}$$

Likewise, the phase in the case of an RC series circuit can be obtained by using Pythagoras’ theorem in the imaginary plane (Figure 3.8) allowing us to write:

$$\varphi = \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{1}{\omega RC}\right) \tag{3.49}$$

The Bode plots for such a circuit should therefore allow us to extract the values for the phase and the modulus of the impedance. The method for obtaining $R_{\text{Ser}}, C$ and the time constant, $\tau = RC$, from the Bode plots will be outlined in experimental Chapter 6.

### 3.3 THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF THIN SILVER NANOWIRE NETWORKS

#### 3.3.1 Theoretical models for heat transfer

Thin film heaters work on the simple principle that in a resistive circuit element electrical power gets dissipated as heat. This is called Joule heating and the pattern of heat flow through a material from such heating mechanism follows a few principles. First, in the case of a direct current, the power dissipated (electrical energy being converted to thermal energy) follows Joule’s law:

$$P = IV \tag{3.50}$$

And in the case when Ohm’s law is applicable, Joule’s law can be rewritten as

$$P = I^2R = \frac{V^2}{R} \tag{3.51}$$

Heat will then travel through and away from the thin film following a few principles outlined in recent papers [139, 141]. First, let us note that in heat transfer analysis, a body is said to behave like a “lump” if its interior temperature remains essentially uniform at all times during a heat transfer process. The temperature of such bodies can be taken to be a function of time only, $T(t)$. Heat transfer analysis that utilizes this idealization is known as lumped system analysis. In the case of silver nanowires,
lumped system analysis is assumed to be applicable so that the temperature remains uniform within the body at all times and changes with time only, \( i.e. T = T(t) \). Let’s consider a thin metallic film of mass \( m \) and specific heat \( c_p \) initially at a uniform temperature \( T_0 \). At time \( t = 0 \), \( (T = T_0) \) a current is applied to the film and heat transfer takes place between the body and its environment. During a differential time interval \( dt \), the temperature of the body rises by a differential amount \( dT \). Then, the net transfer of heat into the body over a time \( dt \) will be

\[
dQ = mc_p dT
\]  

(3.52)

In any system, the overall driving force for heat flow processes is the cooling (or leveling) of the thermal gradients within this system. As shown in Chapter 2, radiation and convection are the two main heat transfer mechanisms playing a role in the stabilisation of the surface temperature of TFHs. All bodies constantly emit energy by a process of electromagnetic radiation and the intensity of such energy flux depends upon the temperature of the body and the nature of its surface. Radiation is a consequence of thermal agitation of the molecules composing the heated material and this type of heat transfer can occur in vacuum. Heat transfer through radiation can be described by a reference to the so-called *black body*. A black body is a body which absorbs all energy that reaches it and reflects or transmits nothing. The energy radiated from it per unit time is described by the *Stefan-Boltzmann law* of black body radiation

\[
P_{\text{blackbody}} = \sigma A T^4
\]  

(3.53)

where \( A \) is the surface area of the system, \( T \) is the temperature of the body and \( \sigma = 5.6703 \times 10^{-8} \text{W.m}^{-2}\text{K}^{-4} \) is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. However, a system that does not absorb all incident energy can still be described by the Stefan-Boltzmann law with the introduction of the *emissivity*, \( \varepsilon \). For a black body, \( \varepsilon = 1 \) while for an infinitely reflective surface \( \varepsilon \to 0 \). Therefore, the Stefan-Boltzmann law can be applied to TFHs and can then be rewritten as

\[
P_r = \varepsilon \sigma A \left( T^4 - T_0^4 \right)
\]  

(3.54)

where \( \varepsilon < 1 \). The addition of the \( T_0 \) term accounts for the fact that as the system radiates heat into its environment, the environment radiates heat back into the system.
The second heat transfer mechanism in play, convection, is the transfer of heat by mass motion of a fluid from one region of space to another. In the case of TFHs, natural convection is at play with the flow being caused by differences in density due to thermal expansion upon heating of the air. Indeed, when cool gas flows past a warm body, as air in the case of TFHs, the fluid immediately adjacent to the body forms a thin slowed-down region called a boundary layer. Heat is conducted through this layer and into the gas stream, increasing its temperature and causing it to displace. The Stefan-Boltzmann-law implies that the heat dissipation through radiation will be maximised at high temperatures, therefore convection will be largely responsible for cooling the device at lower temperatures. For a lumped system, the heat lost through convection per unit time is described by Fourier's law as

\[ P_c = hA(T - T_0) \]  

(3.55)

where \( h \) is the convective heat transfer coefficient, \( A \) is the surface area of the system and \( T_0 \) is the temperature of the surrounding air. Following these basic principles, the formal study of the heat loss mechanism in the case of silver nanowire networks will be covered in experimental Chapter 7.
CHARACTERISATION AND METHODS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

In order to characterise the properties of networks of nanomaterials and devices, it was necessary to develop a method to produce samples in a reproducible manner and which would lead to good quality networks. With that in mind, filtration was the method used for the study of the properties of nanowire networks whereas spraying of the nanostructures onto the substrates for enhanced sample-to-sample continuity was used subsequently. Once the samples were made, a series of steps were taken to characterise their optical and electrical properties. This chapter will cover the techniques used.

4.2 SILVER NANOWIRE FILMS THROUGH FILTRATION

For the purpose of this study, silver nanowires were purchased from Seashell Technologies [155] as suspensions in isopropyl alcohol. A small volume of the dispersion was diluted down to $0.001 \text{ mg/mL}$ with Millipore water. This was subjected to a few minutes low power sonication in a sonic bath (Model Ney Ultrasonic). Silver nanowire films were prepared by vacuum filtration of the above dispersions using porous mixed cellulose ester filter membranes (MF-Millipore membrane, mixed cellulose esters, hydrophilic, 0.2 $\mu$m, 47 mm). As the solvent fell through the pores of the membrane, the nanowires were trapped on its surface, forming an interconnected network. The density of this network (nanowires/area) could be controlled with high precision by simply controlling the volume of dilute suspension filtered through the membrane. The deposited films were transferred to a polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrate using heat and pressure [60]. The PET was then heated at 100 °C and the AgNW
film/membrane was placed on the PET face down. A 3 kg weight was then placed on top of it for 2 hours. The cellulose filter membrane was then removed by treatment with acetone vapor and subsequent acetone liquid baths followed by a methanol bath [60, 156] leaving a pristine film with a diameter of 36 mm. This method has the benefit that the speed of the vacuum filtering process does not permit wire flocculation, creating optically homogeneous films. Another factor helping with homogeneity is that the denser regions act as a blockade to fluid flow through the filter, allowing rarer regions to accumulate tubes. The method is inexpensive and scalable to larger areas. The drawbacks are the possibility of an uneven film if the filtration surface isn’t perfectly horizontal and the relatively long sample preparation time. Furthermore, as the thickness builds up for very thick films, suction may vary which in turn will affect stacking which means the film density/porosity might diverge from that of thinner films. A diagram of the setup is shown in Chapter 2, Figure 2.9.

4.3 SPRAYING

In Chapters 6 and 7, samples were made using spray deposition for both carbon nanotube and silver nanowire electrodes. The advantages of spray deposition over other methods are the capacity for large area processing, low cost, homogeneity within a sample and very good reproducibility [33]. The mechanics of spraying are rather simple, a very sharp needle is inserted into a nozzle of diameter between 150\(\mu\)m and 600\(\mu\)m depending on the size of the material being sprayed. As the needle is withdrawn from the nozzle an annulus forms between the needle and the nozzle. A solution of nanomaterials in a solvent can then run down the needle and escape through the annulus. Nitrogen is directed at a high pressure through a gap around the annulus, forcing the liquid to atomise as shown in Figure 4.1. The size of the droplets will depend on the pressure of the nitrogen pressure (see Chapter 2, section 2.2.3). The quality of the final network depends on a number of parameters such as solution concentration, scan speed, airbrush height, flow rate, back pressure and substrate temperature. Substrate temperature and back-pressure are critical for the drying dynamics of droplets once
Figure 4.1: Diagram of the workings of the spray pen. The solution runs down along the needle which is inserted to a certain depth into the nozzle. The size of the annulus created dictates the flow rate. Nitrogen at high pressure flows between the nozzle and the cap, atomising the solution into a spray.

they reach the surface[33, 65–67] as covered in Chapter 2, section 2.2.3. The setup used in this study was a Harder & Steenbeck infinity airbrush secured to a JANOME JR2300N robot as shown in Figure 4.2. Spraying was performed with a solution of either CNT in surfactant or AgNW in IPA, both at 0.15 mg.ml$^{-1}$. The back-pressure used was between 30 and 55 psi and the flow-rate was 2.5 mm$^3$.s$^{-1}$. The nozzle used had a diameter of 150$\mu$m in the case of carbon nanotubes and graphene, and 600$\mu$m in the case of silver nanowires. The temperature applied was limited by the substrate itself, from 110°C for PET to several hundred degrees for glass. The silver nanowires were purchased from Seashell[155] while the carbon nanotubes were purchased from Iljin[157].

4.4 OPTICAL SPECTROSCOPY

Light interacts with matter in different ways depending on its composition, for example, some metals are shiny while glass is transparent and rubies are red. When light
Figure 4.2: Sprayer setup: The spray pen is secured to a Janome robot and can spray patterns onto the substrate. The solution of nanomaterial is introduced to the pen via a glass pipette secured to the pen through the use of parafilm. The substrate (PET, Si, Glass etc...) can be heated to help the formation of homogeneous networks.
Figure 4.3: Propagation of light through a transparent medium. The incident light is reflected, transmitted and refracted.[158]

Interacts with matter most optical phenomena will fall under one of three categories, namely reflection, propagation and transmission (see Figure 4.3). Furthermore, propagated light can be scattered, absorbed, or refracted by the atoms inside the material but all with the same final result, the decrease in how much light is transmitted through the sample. The absorption of light by an optical medium is quantified by its absorption coefficient \( \alpha \), defined as the fraction of the power absorbed in a unit length of the material. This can be re-written as:

\[
\frac{dI}{dx} = -\alpha \times I(x)
\]  

where \( x \) is the direction of propagation of the beam, \( I(x) \) is the intensity of light at position \( x \) and \( \frac{dI}{dx} \) is the change in light intensity. This can be integrated to obtain the Beer-Lambert law:

\[
\int_{I_0}^{I} \frac{dI}{I(x)} = -\alpha \int_{0}^{x} dx
\]

\[
ln \frac{I}{I_0} = -\alpha x
\]

\[
I = I_0 e^{-\alpha x}
\]

where \( I_0 \) is the optical intensity at \( x = 0 \). The Beer-Lambert law can be used to obtain the transmittance of a thin film - a quantity used to describe optical properties of
Figure 4.4: Schematics of a spectrophotometer: a beam of white light is split and passed through a sample and a reference cell. The transmitted light intensity is measured for different wavelengths. The wavelength of the incident light can be chosen using a diffraction grating.

transparent electrodes. Transmittance which is the fraction of incident light at a specified wavelength that passes through a sample can be defined as

\[ T = \frac{I}{I_0} = e^{-\alpha x} \]  

(4.5)

meaning that the intensity of light in the sample decreases by \( e^{-\alpha} \) for every unit length travelled by the light through the material. Also, the concentration of a solution containing nanoparticles can be found by using the absorbance of the sample. Absorbance is defined as

\[ A = -\log \left( \frac{I}{I_0} \right) \]  

(4.7)

while the concentration is

\[ C = \frac{A}{\alpha l} \]  

(4.8)

where \( l \) is the thickness of the sample. Absorption and transmittance spectra were measured using a Varian Cary 6000i spectrophotometer. A schematic of the machine is shown in Figure 4.4. Baseline spectra were taken before all sample scans and each sample was scanned on average 5 times to confirm network uniformity.
Resistivity measurements are important for characterizing the properties of materials and determine their suitability for device application. As a matter of fact, figures of merit for TC applications are directly related to the conductivity of the material (Equations 3.9 and 3.29). However the approach for such measurements must minimize or remove the resistivity input from the contacts. The four point probe method was devised in order to rid the resistivity measurements from any such input. With the 2 point method current and voltage are measured in the same wire and the measured voltage is a result of the sum of the resistances from the sample and the connecting wires. For high resistance (≥ 1MΩ) this method can be used because contact resistances are negligible. For low resistivity measurement this method will not be accurate as the contact resistance will be very close to the resistance of the sample. This is why, for low resistivity, four point probing is advised. The method consists in placing four equidistant, parallel strips of silver paint of identical length onto a flat area of the material to be measured. A current is applied through the outer strips (1 and 4 in Figure 4.5) while the floating potential is measured between the two inner strips (2 and 3 in Figure 4.5). Since no current flows through the inner strips the potential difference measured is only due to the resistance of the sample between the inner strips (2 and 3) [159]. The resistance can then be obtained from Ohm’s law $V = RI$.

The systems studied all through this thesis are thin films of thickness below a few hundred nanometres and therefore sheet resistance is used in place of resistance to...
describe their properties. When the term sheet resistance is used, it is implied that the current flow is along the plane of the sheet, not perpendicular to it. In a regular three-dimensional conductor, the resistance can be written as

\[ R = \rho \frac{L}{A} \]  

(4.9)

where \( \rho \) is the resistivity of the material, \( L \) is the length of the sample (always parallel to the direction of the current) and \( A = W \times t \) is the cross-sectional area of the sample. Then:

\[ R = \rho \frac{L}{Wt} = R_S \frac{L}{W} \]  

(4.10)

where \( R_S \) is the sheet resistance in \( \Omega/\square \). In fact, \( R_S \) has the same dimensions as the resistance but these new dimensions indicate the resistance of a square of the same material. From the definition of resistance we can then write:

\[ R_S = (\sigma_{DC,rt})^{-1} \]  

(4.11)

For this study a digital multimeter (Keithley 2400) was connected to four silver electrodes, which were uniformly spaced on the surface of the sample (Figure 4.5), via thin silver wires (diameter = 10 \( \mu m \)). The applied current was recorded and the potential response measured using the Labview software.

4.6 SEM

SEM is one of the most widely used techniques in characterising nanomaterials and nanostructures. A coherent, monochromatic stream of electrons is accelerated towards a sample. The stream is then confined and focused into a beam of very fine spot size (\( \sim 5 \mu m \)) using a series of magnetic lenses and has energy ranging from a few hundred electron volts to 50keV. The beam then scans across the surface of the specimen with the help of deflection coils. When the electron beam interacts with the sample, the electrons lose energy by repeated scattering and/or absorption within a small volume of the specimen known as the interaction volume. This volume can extend 5\( \mu m \) into the surface depending on the electrons’ initial energy, the atomic number of the material and the density of the material. Various detectors are placed within the chamber
to detect elastically back-scattered electrons, inelastically back-scattered electrons (or secondary electrons) and the emission of electromagnetic radiation from the absorption and re-emission of electrons. The resolution of the SEM approaches a few nanometers and the instrument can operate at magnifications that are easily adjusted from 10 to over 300000. The theoretical limit to an instrument’s resolving power is determined by the wavelength of the electron beam used and the specifications of the system [160]. The wavelength is linked to the energy so that best resolutions are obtained for very high energy electrons. The drawbacks of this are that the electron beam might destroy the sample being analyzed and that low conductivity samples will charge causing imaging difficulties. Once the beam has interacted with the sample the collected electrons will have different energies and hence carry information about the topography of the surface of the sample but also about the chemical composition information near the surface[160]. The SEM used in this study was a Zeiss Ultra Plus Field Emission. It allowed us to measure the diameter and length of nanowires, the thickness of bulk networks of nanomaterials and the cross section of some devices.
Figure 4.7: Example of an image obtained through SEM of a film of silver nanowires. The nanowires reacted with sulphur compounds in the air and hence are covered in silver sulphide (Ag$_2$S). [161]

4.7 IMPEDANCE SPECTROSCOPY

Throughout this work, capacitive devices were characterized using impedance spectroscopy. The principle of electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is simple, an AC voltage is applied to the sample while the current response is measured as a function of voltage frequency. Background information on EIS is largely covered in Chapter 3 and hence will not be covered here. The spectroscope used in this study was a Gamry 3000, AC voltage applied varied between 25 and 50 mV at frequencies ranging from 10Hz to 1MHz.

4.8 THERMAL MEASUREMENTS OF SILVER NANOWIRE NETWORKS

Measuring the surface temperature of a device can be done in several ways; for example, through infrared measurements of the energy radiating from the sample or through the use of a thermistor as was the case for this study. A thermistor is a type of resistor whose resistance varies significantly with temperature, more so
than in standard resistors. Therefore, as the sample heats up the thermistor heats up along with it and its resistance changes. The resistance of the thermistor can then be measured and linked to the temperature by using the Steinhart–Hart equation, a widely used third-order approximation:

$$\frac{1}{T} = a + b \ln(R) + c \ln^3(R)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.12)

where $a$, $b$ and $c$ are known parameters, $R$ is the measured resistance and $T$ is the temperature in Kelvin. In this work, Kechuang silver nanowires with diameter $D = 25\text{nm}$ and $L = 15\mu\text{m}$ were sprayed onto a $2 \times 2 \text{cm}$ piece of PET with a back-pressure of $45\text{psi}$, a flow rate of $2.5\text{mm}^3\text{s}^{-1}$ on a hotplate at $120^\circ\text{C}$. The PET was then taped onto a glass slide and two silver electrodes were painted at either extremity of the sample. A current was passed through the samples using a Keithley 2400 sourcemeter causing the temperature of the network of silver nanowires to increase through Joule heating. The temperature of the networks could then be measured using a thermistor which had been screwed onto the side of the sample at the halfway point between the electrodes (see Figure 7.4). The resistance changes in the thermistor were measured using a Lakeshore 370AC resistance bridge and the corresponding temperature was calculated using MATLAB. In order to reduce the effects of temperature fluctuations within the laboratory, the sample was enclosed in an insulating box.
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THE DEPENDENCE OF THE OPTO-ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF SILVER NANOWIRE NETWORKS ON NANOWIRE LENGTH AND DIAMETER

5.1 INTRODUCTION

One dimensional nanomaterials are already in use as transparent conductors for device applications. This chapter will deal with studying the properties of networks of silver nanowires as a function of the geometry of the nanowires making up the network. First, the controlled shortening of the nanowires by sonication induced scission will be studied in order to investigate the role played by the length of the nanowires on the opto-electrical properties of the network. Then the influence of the nanowire diameter will be investigated, leading to the use of figures of merit describing the behaviour of both thick nanowire networks and highly transparent networks in the percolation regime. The data will allow us to understand the role of the nanowire diameter on the overall network properties and make assumptions on which nanowire geometry will lead to the best networks for device applications. As an introduction, the advantages and drawbacks of annealing the networks and the effect on their opto-electrical properties will be investigated.

5.2 SAMPLE PREPARATION

For this study, silver nanowires (AgNWs) were synthesized by Seashell Technologies and supplied as suspensions in isopropyl alcohol (IPA) ($C_{AgNW} = 12.5 \text{ mg.ml}^{-1}$). A small volume of the dispersion was diluted to $0.001 \text{ mg.ml}^{-1}$ with Millipore water. In general, this was subjected to 2-5 min low power sonication in a sonic bath (Model Ney
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Ultrasonic) to eliminate bundles of nanowires. Silver nanowire films were prepared by vacuum filtration of the above dispersions using porous mixed cellulose ester filter membranes (MF-Millipore membrane, mixed cellulose esters, hydrophilic, 0.22 μm, 47 mm). The deposited films were dried on a hotplate (50°C) followed by a wet transfer to a polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrate using heat and pressure as described in Chapter 4.2. The cellulose filter membrane was then removed by treatment with acetone vapour and subsequent acetone liquid baths followed by a methanol bath; the end film was 36 mm in diameter.

5.3 ANNEALING OF THE NETWORKS

As seen in Chapter 2, many groups have reported an amelioration of the opto-electrical properties of nanowire networks after annealing, however this amelioration was not quantified. With this in mind, networks of silver nanowires with different lengths and diameters but the same film thickness were made and transferred onto a glass substrate. The thickness was chosen to be such that the networks would display bulk behaviour, i.e. \( t \gg 100\text{nm} \). They were then annealed in an oven with a nitrogen atmosphere at 200°C for 30 min, the time and temperature were chosen to match that found in the literature. Sheet resistance and transmittance were measured before and after anneal as shown on Figure 5.1, A). This graph displays a clear shift of the data upwards and left which indicates that the sheet resistance of the network has decreased and that the network has become more transparent. These changes can be explained by the removal of polymer leftover from the synthesis of the nanowires. For each nanowire type, the conductivity ratio for the network was calculated before and after anneal using equation 3.9

\[
T = \left(1 + \frac{Z_0 \sigma_{op}}{2R_S \sigma_{DC,B}}\right)^{-2}
\]

It is clear from Figure 5.1, B) that annealing the networks has the effect of increasing the conductivity ratio. Knowing that there was both an increase in the transmittance and a decrease in the sheet resistance suggests that annealing has the double effect of increasing the dc conductivity and decreasing the optical conductivity. In the case
Figure 5.1: Annealing of thick nanowire networks at 200°C for 30 minutes where each colour describes a set of nanowires with a different aspect ratio: A) Transmittance and sheet resistance before and after anneal; the left-shift shows an increase in $\sigma_{DC,B}$ while the upwards-shift shows a decrease in optical conductivity B) Conductivity ratio before and after anneal, the increase can be explained by the removal of residual polymer from nanowire synthesis.
of \( \sigma_{\text{DC,B}} \), annealing could be responsible for both removing the polymer from the junctions and welding the nanowires together. This would dramatically decrease the junction resistivity and also increase overall network conductance. To a lesser extent, removing the polymer from the network would mean light would not be scattered as much, lowering the optical conductivity of the network and hence increasing the overall transmittance of the thin film (see Chapter 3, equation 3.8).

5.4 DEPENDENCE OF NETWORK PROPERTIES ON NANOWIRE LENGTH

5.4.1 Sonication induced scission

In order to study the effects of nanowire geometry on the network, it is important to control the geometry of those nanowires. Furthermore, it is critical to separate the influence that the length and diameter of the nanowires have on the dc and optical conductivities of the network. As discussed in Chapter 2, the diameter of the nanowires is controlled for the most part by the diameter of the initial seed at the time of formation, therefore the only geometric parameter that can be controlled is the length of the nanowire. In this regard, a dispersion of nanowires with initial length 6\( \mu \text{m} \) was sonicated in a sonic bath for 90 min. Every few minutes, a couple of drops of the dispersion was removed in order to be analyzed. This solution was dropped onto gold coated silicon for SEM measurements of the length of the nanowires. Images taken by SEM were analyzed using the program ImageJ as shown in Figure 5.2. The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 5.3 including the length distribution of the nanowires after scission. It is clear from the data that the length of the nanowires follows a power law: \( L \propto t^{-0.33} \). This exponent is reasonably close to the value of -0.5 expected from sonication induced scission[52–54]. This discrepancy could be due to the fact that previous work on sonication induced scission was done in the presence of a surfactant which would have an effect on the size of the bubbles, cavitation velocity and amplitude of the strain on the nanoparticles. Furthermore it was done in the presence of carbon nanotubes which have a different structure and tensile strength.
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Figure 5.2: The program ImageJ was used to measure length and diameter of the nanowires. SEM images were taken of each samples and the length and diameters of a number of nanowires were measured, those measurements were then statistically analysed as shown in Figure 5.3.

compared to silver nanowires. However, this study demonstrates that the length of the nanowires can be controlled, making it possible to investigate the dependence of the properties of the network using nanowires which have been shortened to different lengths.

5.4.2 Dependence of $\sigma_{DC,B}$ and $\sigma_{Op}$ on length

With studying the effects of nanowire length on the properties of the network in mind, both a thick film (2–3 μm) and a thin film (200–300 nm) were prepared for different sonication time by vacuum filtration. The thicknesses of these films were estimated by breaking the films and imaging the cross section via SEM (Figure 5.4). It must be noted that this method, like all methods of thickness measurements for nanostructured thin films, is somewhat unreliable and presents an error of up to 30%. However, in this experiment the variation in conductivity over the range of nanowire lengths was large enough that the thickness-related error in conductivity was acceptable. For the
Figure 5.3: Sonication induced scission: A) Distribution of the length of the nanowires at different time intervals B) Plotting the average nanowire length against the sonication time shows a relationship of the type $L \propto t^{-0.33}$. 
Figure 5.4: Measuring the network thickness using the ImageJ program. A thick film is produced and transferred onto a silicone substrate, the silicone is then snapped in half and the cross section of the film is imaged under SEM. High surface roughness and difficulty to align the sample perpendicularly to the line of sight leads to a measurement error of up to 30%.

thick films which were many times thicker than the nanowire diameter and hence displayed bulk-like properties, the sheet resistance and thickness were measured and $\sigma_{DC,B}$ calculated using

$$R_S = (\sigma_{DC,B} t)^{-1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.1)

For the thin films, the optical transmittance was measured (at 550 nm) and the thickness estimated in order to calculate $\sigma_{Op}$ using

$$T = \left(1 + \frac{Z_0}{2\sigma_{Op} t}\right)^{-2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.2)

Figure 5.5 shows $\sigma_{DC,B}$ and $\sigma_{Op}$ as a function of nanowire length with scatter attributed in both cases to the difficulties in measuring film thickness, $t$.

Clearly, $\sigma_{DC,B}$ exhibits a linear dependence on the length of the nanowires. This is not surprising as longer nanowires are more likely to connect with other nanowires, increasing the connectivity of the network and hence increasing the probability the network will be conductive [114]. In fact, simulations on networks of conducting sticks have shown that the conductivity should scale with nanowire length as a power
Figure 5.5: $\sigma_{D,C,B}$ and $\sigma_{O,p}$ against the length of the nanowires making up the network. A) The dc conductivity displays a linear relationship as a function of length while B) the optical conductivity seems to be independent of nanowire length.
law $\sigma_{DC,B} \propto L^\alpha$ with exponent in the range $0 \leq \alpha \leq 2.48$ where zero means junction resistance is negligible and 2.48 means junction resistance dominates the network resistance[74, 114]. Indeed, by studying networks of carbon nanotubes, Hecht found $\alpha = 1.46$[114]. It is clear from figure 5.5 that a power law is appropriate for our data but with exponent $\alpha = 0.9 \pm 0.2$. The discrepancy with theory could come from the fact that the networks in this study exhibited bulk-like behavior while the theoretical studies were made using percolative networks. This should not cause problems since the conclusions drawn from this study will only affect bulk-like network properties.

For the rest of this work a linear relationship: $\sigma_{DC,B} \propto L$ will be assumed and the length of the nanowires will be rescaled to remove the influence of the length on $\sigma_{DC,B}$. In the case of thin films, the data shown in Figure 5.5, B) strongly suggests that $\sigma_{Op}$ is independent of the length of the nanowires.

\section*{5.5 Dependence of Network Properties on Nanowire Diameter}

Now the effects of the length on $\sigma_{DC,B}$ and $\sigma_{Op}$ have been understood, it is necessary to investigate the effects of the diameter on the properties of the nanowire network. In order to do this, four types of nanowires with different lengths and diameters were purchased ($61 \text{ nm} \leq D \leq 127 \text{ nm}$ as measured, in table 5.1, Figure 5.6). For each type of nanowire, a set of films with thicknesses ranging from a few nanometers
to a few microns were made and the sheet resistance and transmittance (at 550 nm) were measured for each film. Note that the thickness used in this study is the mean thickness for a continuous film with density equal to that of the network, therefore, some values for the thickness obtained are lower than the diameter of the nanowires for percolative networks. The actual thickness of the films could not be formally measured using the SEM method because in the percolation region the surface roughness of the films is as large as the film thickness itself. The transmittance spectra are shown in Figure 5.7 for thin films of same thickness with nanowires of different diameters. A typical example of the transmittance at 550 nm and sheet resistance data for a range of nanowire networks with a given $D$ and $L$ was plotted in figure 5.8 displaying an increase in sheet resistance as the transmittance increases.

The aim of novel transparent conductors is to obtain the highest possible transmittance paired with very low sheet resistance. It is therefore necessary to fit the data to a model in order to extract information that will allow us to investigate the suitability of nanowires for applications compared to other transparent conductors. It is believed that nanowire networks display thickness independent (i.e. bulk-like) dc conductivities above a certain thickness $t_{\text{min}}$. Below $t_{\text{min}}$, thin films are controlled by percolation and
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Figure 5.8: An example of the $T$ versus $R_s$ curves representative of transparent networks of low-dimension nanomaterials. The network enters the percolation regime at thickness $t_{min}$. At this thickness the network exhibits a transmittance $T_x$ and sheet resistance $R_x$.

the percolation exponent $n$ and have DC conductivity which is dependent on film thickness. As discussed in Chapter 3, the transmittance is defined as

$$T = \left[ 1 + \frac{Z_0}{2R_s} \left( \frac{\sigma_{Op}}{\sigma_{DC,B}} \right) \right]^{-2} \quad (5.3)$$

for bulk networks (i.e. thick films, dashed line in Figure 5.10) and as

$$T = \left[ 1 + \frac{1}{\Pi} \left( \frac{Z_0}{R_s} \right) \right]^{-2} \quad (5.4)$$

where

$$\Pi = 2 \left[ \frac{\sigma_{DC,B}/\sigma_{Op}}{(Z_0 t_{min}/\sigma_{Op})^n} \right]^{1/n+1} \quad (5.5)$$

for percolative networks (i.e. thin films, full lines in Figure 5.10). In order to extract the values for the figures of merit $\frac{\sigma_{DC,B}}{\sigma_{Op}}$, $n$ and $\Pi$ from the data, equations 5.3 and 5.4 must be rearranged. For the percolative part of the network, equation 5.3 can be rearranged as

$$T^{-0.5} - 1 = \frac{Z_0}{R_s} \frac{\sigma_{Op}}{2\sigma_{DC,B}} \quad (5.6)$$
Figure 5.9: Fitting data in order to obtain bulk and percolative figures of merit from the slope and intercept in both regimes using equations 5.8, 5.11 and 5.12.

\[
\ln(T^{-0.5} - 1) = -\ln \left( \frac{R_S}{Z_0} \right) - \ln \left( \frac{\sigma_{Op}}{2\sigma_{DC,B}} \right)
\]

This means that by plotting \( \ln \left( T^{-0.5} - 1 \right) \) against \( \ln \left( \frac{R_S}{Z_0} \right) \) and setting the slope to -1, then

\[
\frac{\sigma_{DC,B}}{\sigma_{Op}} = 0.5 \exp \left( -\text{intercept} \right)
\]

Identically, equation 5.4 can be rearranged

\[
T^{-0.5} - 1 = \frac{1}{\Pi} \left( \frac{Z_0}{R_S} \right)^{1/n+1}
\]

\[
\ln \left( T^{-0.5} - 1 \right) = -\ln (\Pi) - \frac{1}{n+1} \ln \left( \frac{R_S}{Z_0} \right)
\]

This means that by plotting \( \ln \left( T^{-0.5} - 1 \right) \) against \( \ln \left( \frac{R_S}{Z_0} \right) \) and fitting the data linearly, it follows that

\[
n = -1 - \frac{1}{\text{slope}}
\]

and

\[
\Pi = \exp \left( -\text{intercept} \right)
\]

An example of the fitting is shown in Figure 5.9. The data is very well described by equations 5.3 and 5.4 which in both cases allow us to obtain the values for \( \sigma_{DC,B}/\sigma_{Op} \) for
Figure 5.10: Data for the transmittance as a function of sheet resistance for the four nanowire types used in this study. In each case, the data can be divided into two regimes, the bulk-like regime and the percolative regime. These regimes have been fitted using equation 5.3 (dashed line) and equation 5.4 (solid line) respectively.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$D$ (nm)</th>
<th>$L$ (µm)</th>
<th>$\sigma_{DC,B}/\sigma_{Op}$</th>
<th>$T_a$ (%)</th>
<th>$\Pi$</th>
<th>$n$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>127</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Measured Parameters for each wire type. Note that the values of $\sigma_{DC,B}/\sigma_{Op}$ are as-measured and not rescaled to represent the case when $L = 5\mu m$.

bulk networks and $\Pi$ and $n$ for percolative networks for different types of nanowires. Another parameter describing the networks, $\sigma_{Op}t_{min}$, can also be obtained from the data and will be discussed subsequently. These values are listed in the table in Figure 5.1 with $T_a$ used as a proxy for $\sigma_{Op}t_{min}$.

Conductivity ratios for the different nanowires range from 140 to 205 in accordance with recent work undertaken on silver nanowires as transparent conductors [32]. However, it was previously shown that $\sigma_{DC,B}$ scales linearly with $L$. The properties of different nanowires cannot be compared without rescaling the length of each type of nanowires. The rescaled length was chosen to be $L = 5\mu m$ and the rescaled $\sigma_{DC,B}/\sigma_{Op}$ as a function of $D$ data is shown in Figure 5.11 (the conductivity ratio was rescaled by multiplying it by $\frac{L}{5}$). These data can be fit to a power law $\sigma_{DC,B}/\sigma_{Op} \propto D^{-\beta}$ with $\beta = 0.79 \pm 0.2$ (exact fit in legend, Figure 5.11). This rather low value of $\beta$ compared to the expected value $\beta \sim 2 - 3$ [79, 114, 115] implies that the opto-electrical properties of nanowire networks vary rather slowly with $D$. This suggests that either the predicted dependence of $\sigma_{DC,B}$ on $D$ is wrong or that $\sigma_{Op}$ also scales with $D$. In either case, combining this result with the opto-electronic dependence on $L$ allows us to write

$$\frac{\sigma_{DC,B}}{\sigma_{Op}} \propto \frac{L}{D} \quad \text{(5.13)}$$

Understanding the reason behind this slow change is made difficult by the difficulty in accurately measuring film thickness which prevents an independent study of $\sigma_{DC,B}$ and $\sigma_{Op}$ using equations 5.1 and 5.2. Indeed, the range of wire diameters is too small and so variations in $\sigma_{DC,B}$ and $\sigma_{Op}$ with diameter are unlikely to overcome errors
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Figure 5.11: The ratio of dc to optical conductivity as a function of nanowire diameter. It was shown in figure 5.5 that the dc conductivity scaled linearly with $L$, therefore in this study, all nanowires were rescaled to $L = 5\mu m$. The dashed line is a power law fit to the data $\frac{\sigma_{DC,B}}{\sigma_{Op}} = 4.27 \times 10^{-4} D^{-0.79}$ (SI units).

associated with measuring the film thickness. In fact it was found during this work that the errors associated with film thickness measurements were so large as to make any comparative analysis of $\sigma_{DC,B}$ and $\sigma_{Op}$ completely unreliable. However, as shown by equations 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5 it is not necessary to know individual values for $\sigma_{DC,B}$ and $\sigma_{Op}$ since it is possible to describe the system fully, knowing $\sigma_{DC,B}/\sigma_{Op}$, $n$ and $\sigma_{Op} t_{min}$. $\sigma_{DC,B}/\sigma_{Op}$ and $n$ can be found by fitting equations 5.3 and 5.4 respectively to the data, however $\sigma_{Op} t_{min}$ is not as straightforward to obtain. $t_{min}$ is the transition thickness from bulk to percolative network, therefore $\sigma_{Op} t_{min}$ can be found by assuming a film of thickness $t_{min}$ has transmittance $T_x$ at the point of intersection of the two curves generated by equations 5.3 and 5.4. Equation 5.2

$$T_x = \left(1 + \frac{Z_0}{2} \sigma_{Op} t_{min}\right)^{-2}$$

can be rearranged as

$$\sigma_{Op} t_{min} = \frac{2}{Z_0} \left(T_x^{-0.5} - 1\right) \quad (5.14)$$
As $T_x$ is easily obtained from the graphs it is straightforward to obtain $\sigma_{Opt,\min}$ and the data is shown in Figure 5.12 as a function of nanowire diameter. It is clear from the graph that $\sigma_{Opt,\min}$ scales with $D$ (exact fit in Figure 5.12 legend) however, De et al.\cite{79} have shown that $t_{\min}$ is also a function of the nanomaterial diameter for different materials therefore it is not possible to conclude as to what is responsible for this dependence. $\sigma_{Opt,\min}$ will be used below as a way to characterise thin, industry relevant films.

5.6 DEPENDENCE OF PERCOLATION PARAMETERS ON NANOWIRE DIAMETER

5.6.1 Extracting $n$ and $\Pi$

The low thickness (high $T$ and high $R_s$) portions of the curves in Figure 5.10 were fitted using percolation theory as described by equation 5.4 and from these fits the percolation exponent, $n$, and the percolative figure of merit, $\Pi$, were obtained for each wire type. These are plotted as a function of wire diameter in figure 5.13. Figure 5.13, A) shows that the percolation exponent increases with increasing diameter from $\sim 0.6$ to
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Figure 5.13: Percolation fit constants as a function of mean wire diameter, D. A) The percolation exponent, \( n \), and (B) the percolative figure of merit, \( \Pi \). In A), the data has been fitted to an empirical power law; \( n = 9.12 \times 10^{13}D^{1.96} \) (SI units). In B), the data has been rescaled to represent the values expected for samples of wires with the same mean length of 5 \( \mu \text{m} \). The dashed line in B) represents a continuous function calculated using equation 5.5 incorporating the empirical fit curves shown in figures 5.11, 5.12 and 5.13 A).
Empirically the data appears to fit very closely to a quadratic dependence (exact fit in legend). For a two-dimensional network, the theoretical value for $n$ is $1.33$ [61, 83], however it is well known that the percolation exponent can deviate from its universal value in the presence of a distribution of inter-wire junction resistances, with the magnitude of the deviation scaling with the details of the distribution [80, 81, 84, 85]. It is likely that a disordered network will have a broad distribution of junction resistances and so larger $n$. Indeed, such a relationship has recently been observed for spray cast AgNW networks where $n$ was observed to scale linearly with the network non-uniformity [33]. In light of this, this data suggests that the network non-uniformity tends to increase with increasing wire diameter. This clearly suggests that for networks in the percolative regime, low diameters are advantageous because low values of $n$ lead to more uniform networks. It must be noted that following from equation 5.4, lower values of $n$ lead to lower $R_s$, coupled with higher $T$ i.e. better opto-electrical properties. Again this suggests that low $D$ wires are desirable.

The percolation fits also give values for $\Pi$ as shown in Table 5.1 where the values must be corrected for the varying length as previously stated. This was done by multiplying the original values of $\Pi$ by $\left( \frac{5 \mu m}{L} \right)^{1/n+1}$. The rescaled data is shown in Figure 5.13, B) as a function of $D$. Here $\Pi$ increases sharply as $D$ decreases, reaching $70$ for $D = 60$ nm. That higher values of $\Pi$ lead to lower $R_s$, coupled with higher $T$, again suggesting that low $D$ wires give better opto-electrical properties. We note that values of $\Pi$ approaching $70$ are extremely high. Recently, De et al. analyzed the literature [79] for networks of metallic nanowires using equation 5.4 (Figure ). The highest value of $\Pi$ found was $48$ for networks of copper nanowires [34]. As described above, $\Pi$ is a composite parameter defined by equation 5.5. The more fundamental parameters controlling $\Pi$ are $\sigma_{DC, B}/\sigma_{Op}$, $\sigma_{Opt min}$ and $n$. However, for each of these parameters empirical expressions were generated by fitting the data in figures 5.11, 5.12 and 5.13, A). The generated expressions were

$$n = 9.12 \times 10^{13} D^{1.96}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.15)

$$\sigma_{Opt min} = 3.98 \times 10^{-16} D^{-1.77}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.16)

$$\frac{\sigma_{DC, B}}{\sigma_{Op}} = 4.27 \times 10^{-4} D^{-0.79}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.17)
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>carbon-based films</th>
<th>$\sigma_{xx}/\sigma_{yy}$</th>
<th>$\Pi$</th>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Green et al. (^{11})</td>
<td>no data</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>unsorted SWNTs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green et al. (^{11})</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>sorted SWNTs (H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green et al. (^{11})</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>sorted SWNTs (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pei et al. (^{14})</td>
<td>no data</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>SWNTs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chandra et al. (^{10})</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>pristine SWNTs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chandra et al. (^{10})</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>doped SWNTs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li et al. (^{12})</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>pristine SWNTs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li et al. (^{12})</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>doped SWNTs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manivannan et al. (^{13})</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>SWNTs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unalan et al. (^{17})</td>
<td>no data</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>SWNTs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parekh et al. (^{16})</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>no data</td>
<td>no data</td>
<td>SWNTs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parekh et al. (^{16})</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>no data</td>
<td>no data</td>
<td>SWNTs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dan et al. (^{4})</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>no data</td>
<td>no data</td>
<td>SWNTs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dan et al. (^{4})</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>no data</td>
<td>no data</td>
<td>doped SWNTs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wu et al. (^{22})</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>reduced graphene oxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wu et al. (^{21})</td>
<td>no data</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>6.50</td>
<td>CuNWs deposited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wu et al. (^{21})</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>CuNWs fused</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor et al. (^{29})</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>thin Ag film</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.14: Values of $\sigma_{xx}/\sigma_{yy}$, $\Pi$ and $n$ found by De et al. from fitting the data from the literature with equations 5.3 and 5.4.\(^{[79]}\)

These expressions can be substituted into equation 5.5 to give a semi-empirical expression for $\Pi$ as a function of $D$

$$\Pi = 2 \left[ \frac{4.27 \times 10^{-4} D^{-0.79}}{(1.5 \times 10^{-13} D^{-1.77})^{9.12 \times 10^{13} D^{1.96}}} \right]^{1/(1+9.12 \times 10^{13} D^{1.96})} \quad (5.18)$$

This is shown in figure 5.13, B) as the dashed line and clearly shows the rapid increase in $\Pi$ for $D < 80$ nm.

5.6.2 Resistance for 90% transmittance

The data described above shows that lower values of $D$ give better values of $n$ and $\Pi$, with respect to opto-electrical applications. However, having two parameters describing the performance is not ideal. A single figure of merit which could directly be linked to performance would be much more desirable. We note that for industrial applications the transmittance generally needs to be above 90% while the sheet resistance must be as low as possible. With this in mind, a useful parameter is the sheet resistance of a film with $T = 90\%$, $R_2^T=90\%$. As networks with $T = 90\%$ generally reside in the percolative
regime, this new parameter can be found by setting \( T = 90\% \) and rearranging equation 5.4:

\[
0.054 = \frac{1}{\Pi} \left( \frac{Z_0}{R_s^{T=90\%}} \right)^{1/n+1}
\]

where \( 0.054 \) arises from setting \( T = 90\% \) and subbing into \( (T^{-0.5} - 1) \), then:

\[
R_s^{T=90\%} = Z_0 (0.054 \Pi)^{-1/(n+1)}
\]

Alternatively, \( R_s^{T=90\%} \) can be written in terms of more fundamental quantities by combining equations 5.4 and 5.5 and again setting \( T = 90\% \)

\[
T = \left[ 1 + \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{(Z_0 \sigma_{Op t_{min}})^n}{\sigma_{DC,B}/\sigma_{Op}} \right)^{1/(n+1)} \left( \frac{Z_0}{R_s} \right)^{1/(n+1)} \right]^{-2}
\]

\[
2 \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{T}} - 1 \right)^{n+1} = \frac{Z_0}{R_s} \frac{\sigma_{Op}}{\sigma_{DC,B}} (Z_0 \sigma_{Op t_{min}})^n
\]

\[
2 \left( 0.054 \right)^{n+1} \approx \frac{Z_0}{R_s^{T=90\%}} \frac{\sigma_{Op}}{\sigma_{DC,B}} (Z_0 \sigma_{Op t_{min}})^n
\]

\[
R_s^{T=90\%} = \frac{Z_0}{0.11 \cdot \sigma_{DC,B}/\sigma_{Op}} \left( \frac{Z_0 \sigma_{Op t_{min}}}{0.54} \right)^n
\]

This expression displays an exponential relationship between \( R_s^{T=90\%} \) and \( n \), underlining the importance of \( n \) i.e. network uniformity. Both these expressions were used to calculate \( R_s^{T=90\%} \) using the data described above for each wire type (Figure 5.15). Although there is some scatter and considerable uncertainty, these data clearly show that lower diameter wires give better values of \( R_s^{T=90\%} \). To make the diameter dependence clearer, a semi-empirical expression for \( R_s^{T=90\%} \) as a function of \( D \) was generated using the empirical expressions for \( \sigma_{DC,B}/\sigma_{Op} \), \( n \) and \( \sigma_{Op t_{min}} \) described above, similarly to what was done with equation 5.18. This is shown as the solid line in Figure 5.15. These data clearly show that very low values of \( R_s^{T=90\%} \) can be expected if wires with very low \( D \) can be produced. Although it must be noted that for lower diameters, electrons will start to feel the effects of confinement and increased scatter will start to play a part in the dc conductivity. In fact, measurements have shown the nanowire conductivity to fall by a factor of two as \( D \) is reduced from 50 nm to 25 nm[162, 163]. Figure 5.15 also indicates that larger nanowires would improve the opto-electrical properties of the network, however it is believed that larger nanowires would lead to increased
Figure 5.15: The estimated sheet resistance associated with a film of transmittance of 90%, $R_s^{T=90\%}$, plotted as a function of mean wire diameter. The data points represent $R_s^{T=90\%}$ calculated two ways: using values of $\Pi$ and $n$ found for each wire type using equation 5.20 and using values of $\sigma_{DC}/\sigma_{Op}$, $\sigma_{Op}^{t_{min}}$, and $n$ using equation 5.24 (in each case the values used were those rescaled to represent samples of 5\(\mu\)m long nanowires). The solid line represents a continuous function calculated using equation 5.24 incorporating the empirical fit curves shown in figures 5.11, 5.12 and 5.13, A).
haze[30, 33] due to an increase of the optical conductivity from increased scattering of light and would also diminish the uniformity of the network and hence lower $n$.

5.7 Conclusion

The aim of this work was to understand the reasons behind the broad variation in the opto-electrical properties of silver nanowire thin films. Preliminary work on silver nanowires showed that annealing thick networks for a short period of time enhances their opto-electrical properties which is believed to be due to the removal of leftover polymer from synthesis and welding of the nanowires at the junctions.

In order to investigate the role played by nanowire length on network properties, nanowires with initial length $L = 4.5 \mu m$ were shortened to about $1 \mu m$ using sonic energy. It was shown that the length of the wires followed a power law with respect to sonication time of the form $L \propto t^{-0.33}$. A similar time dependence was found by Hecht[114] for work on carbon nanotubes. This shows that sonication induced scission will be a powerful tool for tuning nanowires to industry specified requirements.

A range of networks of silver nanowires with different lengths ($L$) and diameters ($D$) were then produced and their transmittance and sheet resistance measured. It was found that while the bulk-like dc conductivity, $\sigma_{DC,B}$, of the networks scales linearly with $L$, the optical conductivity is invariant with respect to $L$. However, the ratio of dc to optical conductivities often used as a figure of merit for transparent conducting thin films was shown to scale linearly with wire diameter, allowing us to write $\frac{\sigma_{DC,B}}{\sigma_{op}} \propto \frac{1}{D}$. It must be noted that more work should be undertaken in order to understanding the individual dependence of the dc and optical conductivities on $D$.

Within the technologically relevant regime of $T > 90\%$, thin films were best described by percolation theory. In this case the dependence of $T$ on $R_s$ is controlled by two parameters: the percolation exponent, $n$, and the percolative figure of merit, $\Pi$. $n$ was found to decrease with decreasing $D$ while $\Pi$ increased with decreasing $D$. In both cases, this behavior points to better opto-electrical performance for networks of lower diameter wires. This could be checked by calculating the expected sheet
resistance for a network with $T=90\%$, $R_S^{T=90\%}$, which was found to fall rapidly with decreasing $D$. It was estimated that by preparing networks of wires with $D = 25\text{nm}$, values as low as $R_S^{T=90\%} = 25\Omega/\square$ could be obtained (for nanowires with length $L = 5\mu m$). In fact, since this work has been conducted Leem et al. have published a paper showing thin films of silver nanowires with transmittance $T = 90\%$ and sheet resistance $R_S = 12\Omega/\square$ by using silver nanowires with diameter $D = 25\text{nm}$ and length $L \sim 12\mu m$. This corresponds rather perfectly to our predictions for $R_S^{T=90\%}$ and shows that networks of silver nanowires with opto-electrical properties matching that of ITO are indeed within reach.
6.1 INTRODUCTION

Many devices are on their way to becoming perfectly flexible and transparent with the help of a range of novel nanomaterials such as graphene, carbon nanotubes and metallic nanowires. With this in mind, devices have already been produced using those nanomaterials such as solar cells, touch screen panels or supercapacitors. However, little attention has been paid to one of the most basic electronic components: the dielectric capacitor. The previous chapter dealt with understanding the influence of the geometry of silver nanowires on the properties of the network. In this chapter, transparent flexible capacitors were built and their properties linked to the geometry of the device, namely the thickness of the dielectric layer and the thickness of the porous nanostructured electrode. First the optical and electrical properties of the electrode layer will be investigated in the context of a capacitive device. Then the device will be modeled as a simple equivalent circuit in order to extract the resistance and capacitance value from impedance spectroscopy data. It will be demonstrated that the transparency, capacitance and, in particular, series resistance depend on the nature of the electrode. Finally, the capacitors will be tested mechanically to check their integrity under tension and compression.

6.2 SAMPLE PREPARATION

Flexible, transparent capacitors require both dielectric and electrodes to be flexible and transparent. Polymer dielectrics are well known and can fulfill the criteria for flexibility
Figure 6.1: The “sandwich” method: electrodes were sprayed onto a PET substrate and subsequently encased in spin coated polymer then pressed together. This method of building the capacitor creates various weaknesses and fractures throughout the device. A) Cross section of the device shows the weakness of the design B) A close-up at the interface shows the carbon-nanotube network clearly suffering from the design.

and maximum transparency. In order to obtain an electrode that is transparent and flexible, it was necessary to choose from a pool of novel materials such as graphene, carbon nanotubes and silver nanowires. It was likely that electrode resistance would be relatively high because ultra-thin electrodes would be required to achieve high transparency. Therefore, the electrode would have to present high conductivity but also low surface roughness to obtain homogeneous capacitive properties. Carbon nanotubes were therefore an ideal candidate for this study.

Many methods were investigated for preparing transparent flexible capacitors. One method consisted in spraying a thin film of carbon nanotubes onto a PET substrate followed by the spin coating of a polymer layer on top of the electrode and finally spraying a second electrode on top. This configuration was ideal since spin coating can achieve very low polymer thicknesses and hence increase the range of capacitance that could be obtained. However, this configuration encouraged the formation of pinholes creating shorts in the device. Another method consisted in spraying two electrodes onto independent pieces of PET. Both were then encased in a layer of spin coated polymer
then heated up in order to render the polymer soft. The samples were then pressed
together in order to bind the polymer layers. This configuration, which would have
avoided shorts, was not structurally sound as the polymer presented a weakness at the
interface between the two parts of the sample (see Figure 6.1). These methods were
disregarded in profit of the method described below. To fabricate transparent, parallel
electrode capacitors (Figure 6.2), free-standing polymer dielectric films were produced
by drop casting a solution of polyvinyl acetate (PVAc in tetrahydrofuran (THF) at
$C = 60 \text{ mg/ml}$) into a Teflon tray. This was then left to dry overnight, followed by
further drying in an oven at $50^\circ\text{C}$ for 8 h resulting in, relatively uniform, free-standing
polymer films. The film thickness was controlled by the volume and concentration of
solution deposited and was varied between $35 \mu\text{m}$ and $90 \mu\text{m}$. To deposit the electrodes,
single walled nanotubes (SWNTs) produced by Iljin group[157] were dispersed in
water with the aid of the surfactant sodium dodecyl sulphate, SDS ($C_{\text{SWNT}}= 0.15 \text{ mg/ml}$,
$C_{\text{SDS}}=10 \text{ mg/ml}$). This dispersion was deposited onto both sides of the polymer film
by spray casting using a Harder & Steenbeck infinity airbrush secured to a JANOMÉ
JR2300N robot. Spraying was performed using a 30 psi back-pressure ($2.07 \times 10^5 \text{Pa}$)
and a flow-rate of $2.5 \text{ mm}^3/\text{s}$, with the polymer film on a hotplate at $50^\circ\text{C}$. As explained
earlier (Chapter 2, section 2.2.3) the homogeneity of the network and hence better
opto-electrical properties depend on the rate of evaporation of the droplets. Since it was
necessary to stay below the glass transition temperature of the polymer, the CNT in SDS
had to be sprayed at low temperature which meant the flow rate had to be kept very
low to accelerate the evaporation rate and avoid agglomeration. The resulting capacitor
was stored under ambient conditions for 24h before measurements were made. Note
that the device could not be cleared of SDS since the usual methods, water baths and
annealing of the sample, would have affected the polymer dielectric layer. Although
PVAc is not soluble in water, some water could diffuse into the polymer which affected
reproducibility greatly. Also, in order to rid the sample of SDS annealing temperatures
would have had to be much higher than the glass transition temperature of PVAc.
However, the increase in sheet resistance and transmittance due to the presence of
SDS were low enough that carbon nanotubes still remained a good candidate for this
Figure 6.2: A typical flexible transparent capacitor: a) Photograph of a free standing capacitor (\(T = 74\%\))SEM of caps. The metallic bands at top and bottom are silver paint to facilitate connection to external circuitry. Inset: Schematic of the capacitor structure. b) SEM image of a spray-coated SWNT electrode at the surface of the polymer dielectric. (c) SEM image of a fracture surface of a typical capacitor. (d) Zoomed image of the capacitor edge showing protruding nanotubes. Note, (d) had been rotated by 90° relative to (c).
study. Furthermore, note that the devices were very robust and could be handled, manipulated, and flexed without apparent damage.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Figures 6.2 (b)-(d)) measurements (Zeiss Ultra, samples coated with a 5 nm thick layer of a Ti-Au alloy) show the deposited electrodes to consist of a very thin network of nanotube bundles similar to those prepared for other transparent electrode applications. By comparison with previous work, these networks were expected to be 5–20 nm thick. As the capacitor electrodes were being deposited, a piece of PET was simultaneously sprayed (one side only) with SWNTs under identical conditions to facilitate the characterization of the electrodes individually. The transmittance of these individual networks (with PET film as reference) as well as that of the capacitors themselves (no reference) was measured using a Cary Varian 6000i spectrophotometer. Broad spectra similar to those reported previously were found in all cases. The sheet resistance, \( R_s \), of the individual electrodes was measured using a Keithley source meter.

### 6.3 MEASURING THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE DEVICE

#### 6.3.1 From electrodes to capacitor: Transmittance

It is important in a complex device to study every element independently in order to separate the influence of each component on the measurements undertaken on the whole device. With this in mind, the transmittances of the individual electrodes (\( T_1, T_2, 550 \text{ nm} \)) are plotted against electrode sheet resistance (\( R_{S1}, R_{S2} \)) in Figure 6.3. Here, the subscripts 1 and 2 represent individual electrodes that were sprayed concurrently with the capacitor electrodes but on PET. These parameters will help to understand the data that will be obtained later using impedance spectroscopy. They are well described by

\[
T = \left(1 + \frac{Z_0 \sigma_{Op}}{2R_s \sigma_{DC,B}}\right)^{-2} \quad (6.1)
\]

The figures of merit were extracted from the data for both electrodes as shown in Figure 6.4 following the method covered in Chapter 5. Table 6.1 shows the values for the figures of merit for the electrodes. For both electrodes, \( \frac{\sigma_{DC,B}}{\sigma_{Op}} \sim 3 \) which is significantly
Figure 6.3: Transmittance versus sheet resistance, $R_s$, for individual nanotube networks, sprayed onto PET substrates at the same times as the capacitor electrodes were deposited.

Table 6.1: Figures of merit for the capacitor’s electrodes for both the bulk and percolative regimes. The figures of merit for both electrodes are practically identical allowing us to assume identical electrodes on both sides of the capacitors. This will be used to relate the resistance measured by impedance spectroscopy and the sheet resistance of the electrodes.
Figure 6.4: Fitting the bulk and percolative parts of the curve to find the figures of merit, $\sigma_{\text{DC},B}/\sigma_{\text{Op}}$, for bulk networks and $n_B$ and $n$, for percolative networks.
lower than the state of the art for transparent conductors. This can be explained by the presence of SDS among the nanotubes in the network which would increase dramatically the junction resistance in the network, the main source of resistance in nanotube networks[70, 87]. Moreover, the SDS was responsible for a visible haze on the surface of the film which must have an effect on the optical conductivity. State of the art figures of merit are however not necessary for showing the dependence of the properties of the device on its geometry, therefore carbon nanotubes will be sufficient for this study. In order to make sure the data for the capacitors and the individual electrodes can be compared, the product of transmittance for the electrodes was plotted against the transmittance for the whole device (Figure 6.5). It is expected from the Beer-Lambert law that those would scale linearly with the slope equal to the transmittance for the polymer film:

\[ T_{\text{Cap}} = e^{-a_{\text{CNT}}(t_1+t_2)}e^{-a_{\text{Poly}}t_{\text{Poly}}} \]  

\[ T_{\text{Cap}} = T_1 \times T_2 \times T_{\text{Poly}} \]  

Indeed, the value of 88% for \( T_{\text{Poly}} \) found from fitting data in Figure 6.5 is in good agreement with measurements of the transmittance of PVAc films over a range of thicknesses (45 µm-75 µm) for which it was found that 85% ≤ \( T_{\text{Poly}} \) ≤ 88%. \( T_{\text{Poly}} \) was not found to vary with varying thickness, this can be explained by the fact that the polymer was dropcast onto a surface with irregularities such as scratches and bumps. The resulting film was therefore not smooth and these scratches were probably the main source of scatter as the light went through the polymer films. This can be easily solved, in fact industry already has tools capable of fabricating highly transparent thin polymer films (e.g. thermal spraying or extruding and rolling lamination[164]) which could be used in place of PVAc.

6.3.2 Extracting information from Impedance data

Impedance (Z) spectra (Gamry 600, \( V_{AC} = 25-100 \text{ mV} \)) were measured for a range of capacitors with various polymer and electrode thicknesses (for simplicity, the thicknesses of both electrodes were equal). It is possible to match the shape of the
impedance spectra to equivalent circuits which, though not always representative of the actual circuit, describes the behaviour of the device. Figure 6.6 shows that the typical Nyquist plot of one of our transparent, flexible capacitor is a delta function which is representative of a series RC equivalent circuit. Shown in Figure 6.7 is the corresponding data for the modulus of the impedance, |Z|, plotted as a function of angular frequency, ω, and the phase, ϕ, versus ω (NB: \( Z = Z_{Re} + iZ_{Im} = |Z|e^{i\phi} \)). From this data it is possible to extract the values for the time constant \( \tau = R_{ser}C \), the series resistance \( R_{ser} \) and the capacitance \( C \) of the device by using the definitions of impedance as shown below. As was covered in Chapter 3, the impedance of an RC circuit is defined as

\[
Z = R_{ser} - \frac{1}{\omega C}
\]  

(6.4)

where \( X_C = \frac{1}{\omega C} \) is the capacitive reactance and it follows that the modulus is

\[
|Z|^2 = R^2 + \left( \frac{1}{\omega C} \right)^2
\]  

(6.5)

This can be used to find \( C \) and \( R_{ser} \) by considering the fact that as \( \omega \to \infty \) then \( \frac{1}{\omega C} \to 0 \) which leads to \( |Z| = R \). This means if the lower part of the curve in Figure 6.7B) is
Figure 6.6: Typical Nyquist plot for the fabricated capacitors. The distinct delta function shape is typical of a series RC circuit. The scatter at very low frequency is due to the fact that the magnitude of the current response is lower than the magnitude of the error on the measurement. However, Nyquist plots are mainly used for understanding the equivalent circuit behaviour of the device so that such scatter is acceptable.

fitted and the slope is fixed to zero then $R_{Ser}$ will be equal to the intercept. Identically as $\omega \to 0$ then $\frac{1}{\omega C} \to \infty$ (i.e. becomes very large) and the series resistance is negligible. In this case,

$$|Z|^2 = \left( \frac{1}{\omega C} \right)^2$$

(6.6)

taking the natural logarithm

$$\ln(|Z|) = -\ln(\omega) - \ln C$$

(6.7)

This means that fitting the higher part of the curve in Figure 6.7 A) and forcing the slope to be -1 leads to $C = 10^{-\text{intercept}}$. This method can be used to find $C$ and $R_{Ser}$ for most samples. However, as the thickness of the electrodes increases the whole curve is shifted down due to the decrease in electrode resistance; in this case, a different method must be found. It can be noted that the impedance is made of two parts, the series resistance ($Z_{Real}$) which is invariant for a given sample and the reactance ($Z_{Imaginary}$) which varies with the frequency. Therefore, in Figure 6.6, the imaginary part of the impedance decreases with increasing frequency and eventually meets the real axis at
Figure 6.7: Bode plots: A) The phase as a function of frequency shows that for lower frequency, the phase shift between current and voltage is $-\pi/2$ which is representative of a series RC circuit. B) The modulus as a function of frequency shows two separate behaviours; completely resistive at very high frequency before the capacitive component becomes apparent for medium and low frequencies.
Figure 6.8: The time constant can be found by fitting the linear part of the data of $\tan \varphi$ as a function of $\frac{1}{\omega}$. The data starts converging towards $-\pi/2$ for low frequencies as the time constant term becomes negligible.

$R_{\text{ser}}$ as $\omega \to \infty$. This can be used to find $R_{\text{ser}}$ for samples with thick electrodes and the Gamry Analyst software was used in this study. Finally, the time constant $\tau$ can be found from the phase data. For an RC series circuit, the phase is

$$\varphi = \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{1}{\omega \tau} \right)$$

where the time constant for the system is $\tau = R_{\text{ser}} C$. Therefore by plotting $\tan \varphi$ against $\frac{1}{\omega}$, $\frac{1}{\tau} = \frac{1}{R C}$ can be obtained as the slope of the linear part of the curve as seen in Figure 6.8. It can be noted that the curve stops being linear for lower frequencies, this can be explained by the fact that as $\omega \to 0$ then $\frac{1}{\omega} \to \infty$ which means that the $\frac{1}{R C}$ term becomes negligible and the phase converges towards $\tan(\infty) = -\frac{\pi}{2}$. The value for the time constant extracted from the data in Figure 6.8 was then subbed into equation 6.8 in order to model the behavior of the phase. The model matched the data very well as shown in Figure 6.7 A) (dashed line). Furthermore, the time constant $\tau = 2.07\mu$s matches the product of the series resistance, $R_{\text{ser}}$, and capacitance, $C$, extracted from the data ($R_{\text{ser}} C = 2.2\mu$s ) in Figure 6.7 A) meaning that fitting the phase data is a second way to obtain $R_{\text{ser}}$ for thick electrodes.
It is important to study the electrodes independently from the capacitor in order to state whether the equivalent circuit is representative of the device. The transmittance was studied in the previous section, however it has not yet been demonstrated whether the series resistance in the equivalent circuit is due to the electrodes’ resistances. Comparing the series resistance obtained from impedance studies and the sheet resistance of the electrodes measured independently using four point probing (see Figure 6.3) is not possible. Instead, it will be assumed that the device’s electrodes behave as two resistances in series

\[ R_{ser} = R_{cap,1} + R_{cap,2} \]  

(6.9)

noting that

\[ R = R_s \frac{l}{w} \]  

(6.10)

and assuming both top and bottom electrodes in the device have the same network properties i.e. same sheet resistance

\[ R_{s, cap,1} = R_{s, cap,2} = R_{ser, RE} \]  

(6.11)

then

\[ R_{ser} = R_{ser, RE} \frac{l_1}{w_1} + R_{ser, RE} \frac{l_2}{w_2} \]  

(6.12)

where \( l_{1,2} \) and \( w_{1,2} \) are the length and width of the device’s two electrodes respectively. This leads to

\[ R_{ser} = R_{ser, RE} \left[ \frac{l_1}{w_1} + \frac{l_2}{w_2} \right] \]  

(6.13)

or

\[ R_{ser, RE} = R_{ser} \left[ \frac{w_1 w_2}{l_1 w_2 + l_2 w_1} \right] \]  

(6.14)

\( R_{ser, RE} \) now presents the right unit, namely \( \Omega / \square \) for comparison with the independent electrodes’ sheet resistance. One last step to take is to average the values for sheet resistance obtained from four point probing. Assuming the two electrodes are in series

\[ R_{avg} = R_1 + R_2 \]  

(6.15)

again using

\[ R = R_s \frac{l}{w} \]  

(6.16)
Figure 6.9: The average of the sheet resistance for the electrodes versus a series resistance to the same units. The data presents a linear relationship between the two, showing that the series resistance measured via impedance spectroscopy is in fact due to the resistance of the electrodes. The fitted line has equation \( R_{S, AVG} = 1.053 R_{Ser, RE} \)

we write

\[
R_{S, AVG} \frac{l_{total}}{w_{total}} = R_{S,1} \frac{l_1}{w_1} + R_{S,2} \frac{l_2}{w_2}
\]

(6.17)

\[
R_{S, AVG} = w_1 + w_2 R_{S,1} \frac{l_1}{w_1} + R_{S,2} \frac{l_2}{w_2}
\]

(6.18)

\( R_{Ser, RE} \) and \( R_{S, AVG} \) were plotted against each other as shown in Figure 6.9 which leads to the conclusion that within error, \( R_{Ser, RE} = R_{S, AVG} \). It can be concluded that the series resistance measured by impedance spectroscopy is composed of the resistances in series of the two electrodes.

6.4 VARYING THE DIELECTRIC AND ELECTRODE THICKNESS

Now that the information relating to the properties of the capacitor has been extracted from the individual data, the geometry of the devices can be varied to investigate what consequences this has on the properties. Data sets for a number of capacitors with separately varying electrode and dielectric thicknesses were analyzed to give the
6.4 VARYING THE DIELECTRIC AND ELECTRODE THICKNESS

Figure 6.10: C/A plotted against $R_{\text{Ser,RE}}$ as the polymer and electrode thicknesses are varied. Changes in C/A are linked to changes in the polymer thickness while changes in $R_{\text{Ser,RE}}$ are linked to changes in electrode thickness.

capacitance per overlapping electrode area, C/A, and series resistance $R_{\text{Ser}}$. As shown previously, to facilitate comparison between different capacitors, the measured series resistances are rescaled to represent square capacitors (units: $\Omega/\square$). The measured data is plotted in Figure 6.10. It is clear from this data that $R_{\text{Ser}}$ depends solely on the electrode geometry while C/A depends solely on the polymer thickness. The scatter in the data for varying polymer thickness could be due to the difficulty to deposit the exact same amount of carbon nanotubes on both sides of each capacitor. The outlying data point for varying CNT network thickness could be due to scratches on the surface of the polymer from the teflon tray which would vary the capacitive area from one sample to the next or a mistake could have been made when measuring the volume of polymeric solution. The dependence of C/A on the thickness, $t_{\text{poly}}$, of the dielectric material is expected to follow

$$\frac{C}{A} = \frac{\varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_r}{t_{\text{poly}}}$$

(6.19)

It is shown in Figure 6.11 that this is indeed the case. This data is consistent with a dielectric constant of $\varepsilon_r = 3.64$, close to the expected value for PVAc of $\sim 3$ at room temperature [165]. The capacitances obtained here are not particularly high. This is
largely due to the relatively low dielectric constant of PVAc and the relatively high thickness of the polymer dielectric. Both of these factors should be relatively easy to improve using existing materials.

It was shown in the previous chapter that it is very difficult to measure the thickness of networks of nanomaterials. Because of this, it is not possible to plot \( C/A \) and \( R_{ser} \) as a function of electrode thickness. An excellent proxy for electrode thickness is the transmittance of the device, indeed the two are linked by

\[
T = \left( 1 + \frac{Z_0}{2} \sigma_{O} \sigma_{\text{electrode}} \right)^{-2}
\]

(6.20)

where \( \sigma_{O} \) is a property of the network and \( Z_0 \) is a constant. Figure 6.12 show the transmittance of the capacitors plotted against \( C/A \). Varying the thickness of the polymer (open symbols) changes \( C/A \) but hardly affects \( T \) or \( R_{ser} \). However, changing the thickness of the SWNT network (solid symbols) does not affect \( C/A \) but has a large effect on \( T \) and \( R_{ser} \).
Finally, making the approximation that front and back electrodes are identical (i.e. $T_1 = T_2$, $R_{S,1} = R_{S,2}$, and $\frac{\sigma_{DC,1}}{\sigma_{Op,1}} = \frac{\sigma_{DC,2}}{\sigma_{Op,2}}$), and assuming that the rescaled series resistance is equal to the average of the electrode sheet resistances ($R_{Ser,RE} = R_{S,AVG}$), the transmittance of the capacitor can be related to the series resistance by the square of equation 6.1

$$T = \left(1 + \frac{Z_0 \sigma_{Op}}{2R_{Ser,RE} \sigma_{DC,B}}\right)^{-4} \quad (6.21)$$

Indeed the equation must be squared since $T_{cap} = T_{poly} \times T_1 \times T_2$ as it was shown previously. This curve is plotted on Figure 6.13 by the dashed line using $T_{poly} = 0.88$ and $\frac{\sigma_{DC}}{\sigma_{Op}} = 3$ and matches the data quite well.

### 6.5 MECHANICAL TESTING

Previous work has shown the electrical properties of nanotube networks to be robust under flexing, therefore the properties of our capacitive devices are expected to remain stable against bending. To test this, the impedance spectrum of a typical capacitor was measured in a planar arrangement (Figure 6.14, A). $R_{Ser}$ and $C$ for this capacitor...
Figure 6.13: Capacitor transmittance as a function of series resistance. Data is shown for capacitors with either constant electrode thickness but variable polymer thickness or vice versa. The dashed line illustrates the behaviour expected for two identical electrodes, each described by the fit line in Figure 6.3, assuming a polymer transmittance $T_{poly} = 0.88$, $R_{ser} = 2R_S$ and $\frac{\epsilon_{DC,R}}{\epsilon_{op}} = 3$. Note that the series resistance here has been rescaled to make it represent a square electrode and so is presented in $\Omega/\square$.

Figure 6.14: Measuring impedance on a capacitor A) Impedance is measured while the capacitor lays flat B) Capacitor is bent with a radius of curvature of 8 mm and impedance measured to check mechanical stability of the device.
Figure 6.15: Impedance modulus and phase measured for a sample in a planar arrangement
A) before and B) after bending as shown in Figure 6.14, B).
were extracted from fitting the data as previously explained (Figures 6.15, A)). The capacitor was then bent to a radius of curvature of \( \sim 8\text{mm} \) (Figure 6.14, B)), before measuring again the impedance spectrum (Figure 6.15, B)) and extracting \( C \) and \( R_{\text{ser}} \). The properties of the capacitor were found to be virtually indistinguishable before and after bending, demonstrating the robustness of the structure. To confirm this robustness, a (different) capacitor was subjected to repeated bend cycles (\( \sim 8\text{mm} \) radius), measuring the impedance periodically. As shown in Figures 6.16, both \( R_{\text{ser}} \) and \( C \) are stable under these conditions. The small increase in series resistance is believed to be due to a failure on the part of the polymer dielectric, indeed the polymer has brittle edges which formed during drying. The edges are believed to be responsible for the increased series resistance over the course of the cycles.
6.6 OTHER MATERIALS

In order for the devices to be industrially relevant, they have to be of use in circuits which are fully transparent and flexible. Therefore, the required conductivity of the device must be able to compete with the state of the art transparent conductors used nowadays. In order to ameliorate the properties of the capacitors, two more materials with different properties and advantages were investigated as a replacement for the carbon nanotube porous electrodes: silver nanowires for their very high conductivity and graphene for its very low surface roughness.

6.6.1 Silver nanowires

The capacitance per unit area for the carbon nanotubes device is quite low, ranging from 0.4 to 1.1 \( \mu F/m^2 \), while the series resistance is extremely high, with values in the range of 2–10 \( k\Omega \) for 70% transmittance. As indicated above, it should be possible to increase the capacitance by using thinner polymer films and/or different dielectric materials. However, to reduce the series resistance, the conductivity of the electrode material must be increased. One material that would be ideal for such applications silver nanowires (from Kechuang Advanced Materials, \( D = 35nm \), \( L = 30 \mu m \) Ltd.) which are considerably more conductive than SWNTs. To test this, a range of capacitors was prepared using a sheet of polyethylene terephthalate (PET) 37\( \mu m \) thick as the dielectric for simplicity and with both electrodes made up of sprayed networks of AgNWs. Those capacitors were prepared using the method described earlier for carbon nanotubes. Spraying was done at 40 psi instead of 30 psi and the nozzle was changed from a diameter of 200 \( \mu m \) to 600 \( \mu m \) to account for the size of the nanowires. Individually, these electrodes had transmittances in the range of 71 to 96% and sheet resistances from 9 \( \Omega/\square \) to 126.7 \( k\Omega/\square \) (Figure 6.17), competitive with the state of the art for nanostructured transparent conductors. The capacitors fabricated from this method achieved transmittances much higher than that for SWNT capacitors paired with rescaled series resistances several orders of magnitude smaller. As for the SWNT capacitor study, Figure 6.18 shows the
transmittance of the device plotted against the product of the transmittance of the two electrodes. In the case of the silver nanowires, the relationship obtained is of the form $T_{\text{Cap}} = T_1 \times T_2$, in accordance with measurements for the transmittance of PET, $98\% \leq T_{\text{PET}} \leq 100\%$. Furthermore, the transmittance of the capacitors can be modeled as a function of series resistance using equation 6.21 for the bulk part of the curve and the following equation

$$T = \left[1 + \frac{1}{\Pi} \left(\frac{Z_0}{R_S}\right)^{1/\alpha+1}\right]^{-4}$$

for the percolative part of the curve. This shows that even through the device superimposes two electrodes, it is possible to obtain transparent flexible capacitors with a transmittance of 85% for a series resistance of 400\(\Omega/\square\) (Figure 6.18).

6.6.2 Graphene

Graphene is another promising material for transparent flexible applications and although the conductivities achieved for a network of graphene has been quite low,
Figure 6.18: A) Capacitor transmittance versus the product of the transmittance of the individual films for silver nanowires. The linear relationship follows the fact that the transmittance of PET is close to 1. B) Capacitor transmittance as a function of series resistance. The lines illustrate the behaviour expected for two identical electrodes in the bulk (continuous line) and percolation (dashed line) regimes by subbing the FoMs obtained from the fits in Figure 6.17 into equation 6.21, assuming a polymer transmittance $T_{PET} = 1$, $R_{Ser} = 2R_S$ and $\frac{\sigma_{DC,0}}{\sigma_{0y}} = 22$. Note that the series resistance here has been rescaled to make it represent a square electrode and so is presented in $\Omega/\square$. 
Figure 6.19: A) Capacitor transmittance versus the product of the transmittance of the individual films for graphene. The linear relationship follows the fact that the transmittance of PET is close to 1. B) Capacitor transmittance as a function of series resistance. The line illustrates the behaviour expected for two identical electrodes in the bulk regimes by subbing the FoMs obtained from $T \cdot R_{\text{Ser}}$ data into equation 6.21, assuming a polymer transmittance $T_{\text{PET}} = 1$, $R_{\text{Ser}} = 2R_S$ and $\frac{\sigma_{\text{DC}}}{\rho_{\text{DC}}} = 0.1258$. Note that the series resistance here has been rescaled to make it represent a square electrode and so is presented in $\Omega/\square$. 
the nature of the material could be an advantage for this specific application. Indeed, graphene is a two dimensional nanomaterial yielding networks with very low surface roughness ($\geq 10 \text{ nm}$) which would be a huge advantage to control the properties of the transparent flexible capacitors. The graphene capacitors could not be made using the spraying technology and so were fabricated using the transfer method outlined in Chapter 4.2.

Figure 6.19 shows the transmittance and sheet resistance achieved in the case of graphene. With a maximum transmittance of less than 30% for a series resistance of nearly $4k\Omega/\square$ graphene is far from achieving the same performances as silver nanowires. However, nearly as much as high transparency and high conductivity, industry requires consistency. Figure 6.20 shows the data for $T_{Cap}$ as a function of $C/A$ for both silver nanowire electrodes and graphene electrodes (these can be compared since the polymer dielectric held the exact same thickness for every sample). The scatter in the case of the silver nanowire electrodes in massive ($\Delta (C/A) = C/A$ for some samples). This can be explained by the fact that the geometric surface area of the device

Figure 6.20: Capacitor transmittance as a function of areal capacitance for silver nanowires and graphene electrodes. The scatter supported in the silver nanowire data is believed to be due to the high surface roughness of the material. This theory is supported by the very low scatter in the graphene data which has very low surface roughness and by the uniform packing from vacuum filtration.
is not the true surface area for the silver nanowires. Indeed, the surface roughness is so high (~40 nm) that the active area is most probably much larger than its geometric surface area (which is the area used in the study). This theory is supported by the fact that scatter is virtually non-existent in the case of graphene. Indeed, graphene has very low surface roughness (~1 nm) and hence active area is identical to geometric area in this case. The scatter in the silver data may have been emphasized by a lower than ideal homogeneity of the networks as shown by the high percolation exponent $n$ obtained, as opposed to the graphene which was vacuum filtered. Increasing the homogeneity of the network may be a way of improving the use of silver nanowires as the electrode material for applications.

6.7 CONCLUSION

In conclusion, transparent capacitors were produced by spraying SWNT networks onto both sides of PVAc thin films and spraying AgNW or transferring vacuum
filtered graphene films onto both sides of a PET film. The properties of the SWNT capacitors were shown to be invariant with flexing over 40 bending cycles and the whole range of capacitors displayed transmittances between 5% and 86%, capacitances ranging from 0.2 to 1.1 $F.cm^2$ and series resistances ranging from $9\Omega/\square$ to $4k\Omega/\square$.

The properties of the capacitors were linked to the geometric structure of the device and to the nature of the transparent electrode material through impedance spectroscopy by analogy of the device to an simple equivalent RC circuit. It was shown that the measured series resistance for the equivalent circuit corresponds to the resistance of the two electrodes in series and that the equivalent resistance and transmittance of the device only vary with varying electrode thickness. Similarly, the areal capacitance of the device was shown to only be a function of the polymer thickness through $C/A = \varepsilon_e\varepsilon_0/d$ where $d$ is the polymer thickness.

Silver nanowire capacitors displayed enhanced electrode conductivity (see Figure 6.18) while graphene, although displaying very low $T$ for very large $R_S$, showed increased sample reproducibility due to its layered two-dimensional nature.

This simple study shows what can be done by harnessing the incredible properties of novel nanomaterials. Indeed, it was shown that simple devices such as dielectric capacitors can be controllably tuned to any specifications such as low sheet resistance, high transmittance, high capacitance, small time constant or large reproducibility. This in turn could be very useful for straightforward applications such as transparent and flexible gas, humidity or biosensors. Furthermore, it would be worth investigating associating the advantages presented by the various materials and create hybrid electrodes made from a blend of AgNWs, SWNTs or graphene. Spraying would be a powerful tool in this case as a range of different nanomaterials could be controllably layered on top of the substrate. In fact, insulating layered nanomaterials could be useful to this application, for example boron-nitride could be used as the dielectric layer between two layers of conducting nanomaterials dramatically increasing the capacitance and flexibility of the device while decreasing the thickness. This means it would be possible to build a string of capacitors in series by simply spraying down successive layers of conducting and insulating materials.
The Dependence of Temperature in Transparent Thin Film Heaters on Film Transmittance and Applied Current

7.1 Introduction

Transparent conductors acting as transparent flexible heaters (TFHs) have attracted the attention of the scientific community in recent years. Indeed, those devices pairing transparency, flexibility and heating power would be incredibly useful for any application where water condensation is problematic, from window defrosters in aviation to temperature-controlled liquid crystal display (LCD) displays, medical equipment or food packaging. Their very high transparency paired with excellent flexibility make silver nanowires an excellent candidate for such applications. Such silver nanowire heaters have already been fabricated and their properties studied as shown in Chapter 2. However, the dependence of the surface temperature on variables such as applied current or network thickness was not explained satisfactorily. The aim of this work will be to state what influences the saturation temperatures for thin flexible networks of silver nanowires and what dictates the time taken to achieve such temperatures. Finally, using all the information gathered, a 3D surface map of the saturation temperature as a function of current applied and film transparency will be generated.

7.2 Sample Preparation

For this study, silver nanowires (AgNWs) were synthesized by Kechuang [166] and supplied as a suspension in isopropyl alcohol (IPA) \( C_{AgNW} = 16 \text{ mg.ml}^{-1} \). A small volume of the dispersion was diluted to \( 1.5 \text{ mg.ml}^{-1} \) in IPA then was subjected to 30
sec low power sonication in a sonic bath (Model Ney Ultrasonic) to eliminate eventual bundles of nanowires. This solution was then further diluted to $0.15 \text{ mg.ml}^{-1}$ and sonicated another 30 sec right before being sprayed onto polyethylene terephthalate (PET) squares of $2 \times 2 \text{ cm}$ on a hotplate at $120^\circ \text{C}$. The temperature of the hotplate during spraying was ideal to both evaporate the IPA swiftly and to remove polymer residue left over from synthesis. Figure 7.1 shows a sample imaged via Helium Ion spectroscopy exhibiting the quality of the networks. A range of networks with different thicknesses were made and their transmittance and sheet resistance measured. The figures of merit for both the bulk and percolation regimes were extracted from the data as shown in Figure 7.2 and equations 3.9 and 3.29 were fitted to the data (Figure 7.3). The figures of merit obtained from the fits are $\frac{\sigma_{NC}}{\sigma_{Op}} = 70.44$, $\Pi = 25.83$ and $n = 5.6$ and it can be noted that the percolation exponent, $n$, is quite large meaning that the network is not very homogeneous. The samples were then taped onto a glass slide, placed on a piece of insulating foam and connected to a Keithley 2400 digital sourcemeter via silver wires which had been painted on with silver paint. A thermistor
which was housed inside a hole in the side of a U-shaped copper clamp (secured using nail polish) was held in place with a small screw placed onto the sample at the midpoint between the silver electrodes (at the edge of the sample) as shown in Figure 7.4 and the temperature was recorded as a function of time using MATLAB.

7.3 TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE ON TIME

The aim of the study of silver nanowires used as TFHs is to understand the complex relationship between the input power and the achieved surface temperature of the sample. As part of this thesis, expressions for the temperature at the surface of the heater as a function of time, sample transmittance and applied current were derived as follows.

The input power for an ohmic Joule heater is equal to

$$ P = VI = I^2R = \frac{V^2}{R} \quad (7.1) $$
Figure 7.3: Data for the transmittance as a function of sheet resistance for the nanowires with diameter 25 nm and length 30 μm used in this study. The data can be divided into two regimes, the bulk-like regime and the percolative regime. These regimes have been fitted using equation 5.3 (solid line) and equation 5.4 (dashed line) respectively. The figures of merit obtained from the fits are $\frac{\sigma_{DC,b}}{\sigma_{OP}} = 70.44$, $\Pi = 25.83$ and $n = 5.6$. 
Figure 7.4: Setup for the temperature measurements. The thin nanowire film was taped down onto a glass slide and a thermistor secured onto the side of the sample with a screw. The whole setup was then covered inside an insulating chamber (not shown).

The electric power supplied is changed into heat and the temperature achieved is dictated by the specific heat capacity of silver as

$$P = \frac{dQ}{dt} = mc \frac{dT}{dt} \quad (7.2)$$

However, some heat is lost through radiation and convection as shown in Figure 7.5. Therefore the input power can be equated to the power used to heat the network to a temperature $T$, plus the power lost through convection, conduction and radiation (Figure 7.5)

$$P_{in} = m_1 c_1 \frac{dT}{dt} + P_{C1} + P_{R1} + P_{12} \quad (7.3)$$

Where the conductive power loss is

$$P_{C1} = h_1 A (T(t) - T_0) \quad (7.4)$$

the radiative power loss is

$$P_{R1} = \varepsilon_1 \sigma A (T(t)^4 - T_0^4) \quad (7.5)$$
Figure 7.5: Power balance across the system. Current is driven across a silver nanowire network (1) causing it to heat up from Joule heating. $P_{12}$: Heat is lost to the substrate as it migrates to the PET substrate (2) through conduction. $P_{C1,C2}$: Power lost through convection for the network and substrate respectively; $P_{R1,R2}$: Power lost through radiation for the network and substrate respectively; $P_{jn}$: Heat gained through radiation for the network and substrate respectively. $P_{bi,B1,B2}$: Power gained through radiation of the background into the sample.
and the power lost to the substrate is

\[ P_{12} = m_2 c_2 \frac{dT(t)}{dt} + P_{C2} + P_{R2} \]  

(7.6)

The convective and radiative losses from the substrate are then

\[ P_{C2} = h_2 A \left( T(t) - T_0 \right) \]  

(7.7)

and

\[ P_{R2} = \varepsilon_2 \sigma A \left( T(t)^4 - T_0^4 \right) \]  

(7.8)

The \( T_0 \) term in equation 7.5 arises from heat radiating from the surroundings back into the sample (\( P_{B1,B2} \) in Figure 7.5) while \( A \) is the surface area of the film, \( \sigma \) is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant \((5.67 \times 10^{-8} \text{W} \cdot \text{m}^{-2} \cdot \text{K}^{-4})\), \( h_{1,2} \) are the convection heat transfer coefficient of the air around the silver nanowire film and the substrate, \( \varepsilon_{1,2} \) are the surface emissivities of the thin film and the substrate, \( m_{1,2} \) are the masses of the network and the substrate, \( c_{1,2} \) are the specific heat capacities of the nanowires and the substrate and \( T_0 \) the initial surface temperature. This leads to an equation for the surface temperature as a function of time

\[ \frac{dT(t)}{dt} = \frac{I^2 R}{(m_1 c_1 + m_2 c_2)} - \frac{(h_1 + h_2) A}{(m_1 c_1 + m_2 c_2)} \left( T(t) - T_0 \right) - \frac{(\varepsilon_1 + \varepsilon_2) \sigma A}{(m_1 c_1 + m_2 c_2)} \left( T(t)^4 - T_0^4 \right) \]  

(7.9)

It is possible to expand the expression for the radiative power loss

\[ T^4 - T_0^4 = (T_0 - \Delta T)^4 - T_0^4 \]  

(7.10)

where \( \Delta T = T - T_0 \). Rearranging this and using a first order Taylor expansion leads to

\[ \left( T^4 - T_0^4 \right) = T_0^4 \left[ 1 + \frac{\Delta T}{T_0} \right]^4 - T_0^4 \]  

(7.11)

\[ \approx T_0^4 \left( 1 + 4 \frac{\Delta T}{T_0} \right) - T_0^4 \]  

(7.12)

\[ = 4 \Delta T T_0^3 \]  

(7.13)

\[ = 4T_0^3 (T - T_0) \]  

(7.14)

and in this case equation 7.9 becomes

\[ \frac{dT(t)}{dt} = \frac{I^2 R}{(m_1 c_1 + m_2 c_2)} - \frac{1}{(m_1 c_1 + m_2 c_2)} \left[ (h_1 + h_2) A + 4(\varepsilon_1 + \varepsilon_2) \sigma A T_0^3 \right] (T(t) - T_0) \]  

(7.15)
From now on, $\beta$ will be set as the dissipation constant:

$$\beta = [(h_1 + h_2) A + 4 (\varepsilon_1 + \varepsilon_2) \sigma AT_0^3]$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.16)

then

$$\frac{dT(t)}{dt} = \frac{I^2 R}{(m_1 c_1 + m_2 c_2)} - \frac{\beta}{(m_1 c_1 + m_2 c_2)} (T(t) - T_0)$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.17)

$$\frac{dT(t)}{dt} = -\frac{\beta}{(m_1 c_1 + m_2 c_2)} \left( T(t) - T_0 - \frac{I^2 R}{\beta} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.18)

$$\frac{dT(t)}{T(t) - T_0 - \frac{I^2 R}{\beta}} = -\frac{\beta}{(m_1 c_1 + m_2 c_2)} dt$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.19)

$$\int_{T_0}^{T(t)} \frac{dT(t)}{T(t) - T_0 - \frac{I^2 R}{\beta}} = -\frac{\beta}{(m_1 c_1 + m_2 c_2)} \int_0^t dt$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.20)

$$ln \left( T(t) - T_0 - \frac{I^2 R}{\beta} \right) = ln \left( -\frac{I^2 R}{\beta} \right) = -\frac{\beta}{(m_1 c_1 + m_2 c_2)} t$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.21)

$$T(t) - T_0 - \frac{I^2 R}{\beta} = -\frac{I^2 R}{\beta} \exp \left( -\frac{\beta}{(m_1 c_1 + m_2 c_2)} t \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.22)

$$T(t) - T_0 = \frac{I^2 R}{\beta} \left[ 1 - \exp \left( -\frac{\beta}{(m_1 c_1 + m_2 c_2)} t \right) \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.23)

$$T(t) = T_0 + \frac{I^2 R}{\beta} \left[ 1 - \exp \left( -\frac{\beta}{(m_1 c_1 + m_2 c_2)} t \right) \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.24)

This expression predicts the temperature rise of the sample as a function of time, with a time constant $\tau = \frac{(m_1 c_1 + m_2 c_2)}{\beta}$. Once the input and output powers stabilize, the temperature of the sample reaches a saturation temperature. An example of this behaviour is shown in Figure 7.6 while equation 7.24 is fitted to the data and obviously matches the shape of the curve very well for the different currents. The temperature as a function of time was recorded for a range of samples with different transmittance and sheet resistance and for each sample, the dissipation constant, $\beta$, and the system’s overall heat capacity, $m_1 c_1 + m_2 c_2$ were recorded as shown in Figure 7.7.

A few remarks must be made about $\beta$ and $m_1 c_1 + m_2 c_2$. First, $m_1 c_1 + m_2 c_2$ is a function of fundamental properties of the system and should be constant; however, the very large error associated with measurements could explain the variation in $m_1 c_1 + m_2 c_2$ as it seems to be due to scatter from the data with 61% transmittance rather than follow a trend. Furthermore, assuming a mass of 1g and a specific heat of 1200 J kg$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$ [167] for the PET, we obtain $m_2 c_2 = 1.2$ which is very close to the values
Figure 7.6: The temperature rise as a function of time. A current is driven through a sample with sheet resistance $R_s = 42 \Omega/\square$ and the temperature is measured by a thermistor on the surface of the film as a function of time. Once the current is switched off, the temperature falls very quickly.
shown in Figure 7.7, suggesting that the $m_1c_1 + m_2c_2$ term is dominated by the mass and specific heat of the PET.

Second, there seems to be a correlation between the two terms, however there is no pattern to this correlation as it is independent on film transparency (i.e. thickness). This seems to be brought on by a variation in $\beta$ which can be explained by the fact that it is a function of both fundamental properties of the system and properties of the surroundings (see equation 7.16). Indeed, equation 7.16 suggests that $\beta$ is dominated by the radiative term ($T_0^3$) which is several orders of magnitude larger than an estimated value for the convective term ($h$). This means the variation in $\beta$ may have been brought on by the experimental chamber not being perfectly sealed or the initial temperature not being perfectly identical due to chiller variations, however we believe the error associated with $\beta$ and $m_1c_1 + m_2c_2$ will be small enough in order to be able to draw conclusions about the saturation temperatures. Therefore, the rest of this work will
focus on understanding the dependence of the saturation temperature on the current applied and the network thickness.

### 7.4 Temperature as a Function of Current

As $t \to \infty$, temperature loses its time-dependence and equation 7.24 becomes

$$T(t) = T_0 + \frac{l^2 R}{\beta}$$

or

$$T(t) - T_0 = \frac{l^2 R}{\beta}$$

Equation 7.25

The resistance can be replaced by the sheet resistance through its definition

$$R = R_s \frac{l}{w}$$

so that

$$(T - T_0) = \frac{R_s l^2}{\beta} \frac{l}{w}$$

Equation 7.28

Therefore plotting the temperature difference against the square of the current should lead to a slope of $\frac{R_s l}{\beta w}$. Figure 7.8 shows equation 7.28 fitted to the data for samples with different thicknesses and subjected to a range of currents. It is obvious that this equation describes the data very well and equation 7.28 predicts that the slope for the different samples should scale linearly with $R_s$. The data in Figure 7.9 represents the slopes obtained above as a function of sheet resistance and it is obvious that they display a linear relationship, allowing us to write and assume $\beta = 0.0131$ for the remainder of this work.

### 7.5 Temperature as a Function of Transmittance

For transparent flexible applications, it is very important to be able to predict the temperature that can be achieved for a particular network thickness. A good proxy for network thickness (actual thickness measurements yield very large error - see Chapter
Figure 7.8: Temperature difference, $\Delta T = (T - T_0)$, as a function of current for a range of networks with different $R_S$. As the current is increased, the saturation temperature also increases. Decreasing the thickness of the film will have the same effect of increasing the saturation temperature.

Figure 7.9: Plotting the slope of the fits in Figure 7.8 against the sheet resistance of each sample. The slopes increase linearly with sheet resistance, allowing us to write $\beta = 0.0131$. 
is the transmittance of the sample. The definition of transmittance for thin metallic films in the bulk region (i.e. network conductivity is thickness-independent) is

\[ T_{r,\text{bulk}} = \left[ 1 + \frac{Z_0}{2R_s} \left( \frac{\sigma_{\text{Op}}}{\sigma_{\text{DC,B}}} \right) \right]^{-2} \]  

(7.29)

or

\[ R_s = \left[ \frac{1}{\sqrt{T_{r,\text{bulk}}}} - 1 \right]^{-1} \left[ \frac{Z_0}{2} \left( \frac{\sigma_{\text{Op}}}{\sigma_{\text{DC,B}}} \right) \right] \]  

(7.30)

Subbing this into equation 7.28

\[ (T - T_0) = \frac{R_s I^2}{\beta} \frac{l}{w} \]

allows us to write an expression for the steady-state temperature as a function of film thickness for a given current

\[ I^2 \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{T_{r,\text{bulk}}} - 1} \right)^{-1} \left[ \frac{Z_0}{2} \left( \frac{\sigma_{\text{Op}}}{\sigma_{\text{DC,B}}} \right) \right] \frac{I}{l} = \beta \left[ T_{r,\text{bulk}}(l) - T_0 \right] \]

(7.31)

\[ \frac{T_{\text{bulk}}(T_{r,\text{bulk}}, l) - T_0}{l} = \frac{l}{w} \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{T_{r,\text{bulk}}} - 1} \right)^{-1} \left[ \frac{Z_0}{2} \left( \frac{\sigma_{\text{Op}}}{\sigma_{\text{DC,B}}} \right) \right] \]

(7.32)

\[ \log_{10} \left[ \frac{T_{\text{bulk}}(T_{r,\text{bulk}}, l) - T_0}{l^2} \right] = \log_{10} \left[ \frac{1}{\sqrt{T_{r,\text{bulk}}} - 1} \right]^{-1} + \log_{10} \gamma \]

(7.33)

where

\[ \gamma = \frac{1}{\beta} \frac{l}{w} \left[ \frac{Z_0}{2} \left( \frac{\sigma_{\text{Op}}}{\sigma_{\text{DC,B}}} \right) \right] \]

(7.34)

In the same way, the definition for transmittance of a thin metallic film in the percolation regime can be subbed in to obtain the temperature of a percolative film as a function of film thickness and current applied

\[ T_{r,\text{perc}} = \left[ 1 + \frac{1}{\Pi} \left( \frac{Z_0}{R_s} \right)^{1/n+1} \right]^{-2} \]  

(7.35)

\[ R_s = \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{T_{r,\text{perc}}} - 1} \right)^{-(n+1)} \left( \frac{Z_0}{\Pi^{n+1}} \right) \]

(7.36)

\[ \frac{T_{\text{perc}}(T_{r,\text{perc}}, l) - T_0}{l^2} = \frac{l}{\beta} \frac{1}{w} \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{T_{r,\text{perc}}} - 1} \right)^{-(n+1)} \left( \frac{Z_0}{\Pi^{n+1}} \right) \]

(7.37)

\[ \log_{10} \left[ \frac{T_{\text{perc}}(T_{r,\text{perc}}, l) - T_0}{l^2} \right] = (n+1) \log_{10} \left[ \frac{1}{\sqrt{T_{r,\text{perc}}} - 1} \right]^{-1} + \log_{10} (\delta) \]

(7.38)
Figure 7.10: The logarithm of $\Delta T/i^2$ as a function of the logarithm of $(T^{-0.5} - 1)^{-1}$ for a range of networks under an applied current of 20mA. The data for bulk networks sits on a line with slope 1 while the data for percolative networks sits on a line with slope $(n+1) = 6.6$ meaning the expressions derived (equation 7.33 and 7.38) to describe network behaviour are accurate.
Figure 7.11: A) Representation of a range of networks with different transmittances under different currents. The temperature difference $\Delta T = (T - T_0)$ is normalised with respect to the square of the current so as to show all the data follow the same trend obtained from Figure 7.10 for both the bulk and percolative networks. B) The same data represented with more intuitive axes.
where

$$\delta = \frac{1}{B} \left( \frac{Z_0}{\Pi^{n+1}} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.39)

This means that plotting the natural log of the temperature difference against

$$\left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{T_{r,\text{bulk}}} - 1} \right)^{-1}$$

should lead to a slope of 1 in the bulk regime and a slope of \((n + 1)\) in the percolation regime. Data fitted to equations 7.33 and 7.38 is shown in Figure 7.10 (for an applied current of 20 mA). For both regimes, the data sits perfectly on the lines with slope 1 (bulk) and 6.6 (percolation) although there would ideally be more data points in the case of percolative networks. To formally link the saturation temperature to the film transmittance in the case of percolative networks, it would be necessary to produce more data points spanning transmittances from 92% to 99%.

Naturally, since the dependence on the current applied has been removed by dividing \(\Delta T\) by \(I^2\), the data for all currents and transmittance should fit on the same line with slope 1 for samples in the bulk regime and with slope 6.6 in the percolation regime, as shown in Figure 7.11 A). A more intuitive display of the data is shown in Figure 7.11 B). Scatter in the data can be explained by the small variation in \(\beta\) and by the fact that the large percolation exponent \(n\) (Figure 7.3) means that the network has low homogeneity which could cause spatial non-uniformity during heating and could be at the origin of the observed scatter. However, it would be easy to obtain equivalent data for networks with low \(n\) to verify this theory.

7.6 SURFACE PLOT OF TEMPERATURE AS A FUNCTION OF TRANSMITTANCE AND CURRENT

The temperature was shown to depend on the current applied and the thickness of the nanowire network. Therefore, using all the information that we have gathered, it is possible to theoretically predict the temperature achieved for a film with a certain transmittance under a chosen current. Indeed, the temperature can be defined as

$$T(T_r, I) = \frac{1}{w} \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{T_{r,\text{bulk}}} - 1} \right)^{-1} \left[ \frac{Z_0}{2} \left( \frac{\sigma_{\text{Op}}}{\sigma_{\text{DC,B}}} \right) \right] + T_0$$
for a bulk film and

$$T(T_r, I) = \frac{l}{w} \frac{I^2}{\beta} \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{T_r, perc}} - 1 \right)^{-(n+1)} \left( \frac{Z_0}{\Pi^{n+1}} \right) + T_0$$

where the figures of merit $\frac{\sigma_{DC, B}}{\sigma_{Op}}$, $n$, $\Pi$ have been extracted from Figure 7.2, $\beta$ was extracted from the intercept in Figures 7.9 B) as 0.0131 and $Z_0$ is a known constant.

Figure 7.12 shows a three dimensional surface plot of the temperature of the sample as a function of current applied and depending on the transmittance (i.e. thickness) of the network for bulk networks (A) and percolative networks (B). This shows that as the current increases, the temperature of the network increases which follows from the fact that the temperature depends on power input. More importantly, it shows that the temperature increase is maximised for thinner networks which is ideal for TFH applications. Indeed, this will minimise the amount of (expensive) nanowires needed for the devices, minimise the magnitude of the current applied and maximise the transparency of the heaters. The only drawback to such thin films is their weakness. As discussed in Chapter 2, silver nanowires will melt at much lower temperatures than bulk silver in a bid to minimise their surface energy. This means that as the temperature in the network reaches a threshold temperature, some nanowires or connective paths could break and render the network useless for sparse enough networks. Indeed, during this work, network breaking could be observed for some films with transmittance above 90% for currents between 5 and 20 mA. An example of such behaviour is shown in Figure 7.13.

7.7 Conclusion

A range of thin films of silver nanowires were made in order to be used as TFHs. The transmittance and sheet resistance for each film was measured using a spectrophotometer and 4-point probing in order to extract the figures of merit for the nanowires, obtaining $\frac{\sigma_{DC, B}}{\sigma_{Op}} = 70.44$, $\Pi = 25.83$ and $n = 5.6$. A range of currents was applied to each sample while the temperature as a function of time was measured and an expression derived and fitted to the data. The derived equation fit the transient data very well, however, the constants obtained from the fits seemed to vary between samples.
Figure 7.12: 3D surface plot of temperature as a function of current applied and network transmittance in the case of A) bulk networks and B) percolative networks. It is obvious from this graph that thinner films will be ideal for transparent flexible heater applications.
and for different applied currents. This variation in the constants can be explained by the large error associated with the measurements which are largely due to the setup. This scatter should be tackled in future work by improving the setup however for the sake of this study we allowed ourselves to assume constant $\beta$ using the average value extracted from Figure 7.9. This is because standard deviation of 10% was deemed reasonable considering the scatter in the data as well as the shape of the dependence of the temperature on network transmittance (Figure 7.11) being independent of $\beta$.

At $t \to \infty$, the saturation temperature was attained and $T_{sat}$ was characterised as a function of current applied for a range of samples and found to follow the derived expression for temperature as a function of current and sheet resistance, 

$$(T - T_0) = \frac{R_{\text{ef}} l}{\beta} \frac{1}{w},$$

allowing us to obtain the average dissipation constant $\beta = 0.0131$ which arises from the heat loss mechanisms (convection and radiation).

Finally, the definition of transmittance for thin metallic films as a function of sheet resistance was used in order to relate the saturation temperature to film transmittance. The measured data behaved as expected for both bulk and percolative networks.
Understanding the mechanisms behind the dependence of the network temperature on current and transmittance allowed us to summarise this dependence through generating 3D surface plots of the saturation temperature for both bulk and percolative regimes. Those plots showed that higher temperatures can be obtained by using films with very high transmittance under low currents (e.g. \( T = 100^\circ C \) for \( T_r = 94\% \) and \( I = 20mA \)), however very thin films are more prone to breaking due to the temperature increase because the network only carries a limited number of conductive paths. This is inconvenient since high transparency is essential for applications such as heaters imbedded into motorcycle helmets or car windscreens. In the future, those 3D plots will permit us to tune silver nanowire networks to the right thickness in order to obtain the desired saturation temperature for a certain applied current.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

8.1 CONCLUSION

The use of networks of nanomaterials, primarily silver nanowires, as transparent flexible electrodes for devices has been studied. Silver nanowires are a very promising material for TC applications as previous work has shown but the effects of their geometry (or aspect ratio) on network properties have never been investigated. The first objective of this work was to understand the reason behind the broad variation in the opto-electrical properties of silver nanowire thin films. In order to investigate the role played by nanowire length on network properties, nanowires were shortened using sonic energy. It was shown that the length of the wires followed a power law with respect to sonication time of the form \( L \propto t^{-0.33} \) in line with theoretical and experimental work done with carbon nanotubes. Sonication induced scission is a powerful tool for tuning nanowires to industry specified requirements and was used in this work to study the effect of nanowire length on network properties, independently of diameter. It was found that while the bulk-like dc conductivity, \( \sigma_{DC,B} \), of the networks scales linearly with \( L \), the optical conductivity is invariant with respect to \( L \). The increase in \( \sigma_{DC,B} \) with increasing nanowire length can be explained by an increase in network connectivity which would result in more conducting paths across the sample.

A range of networks of silver nanowires with different lengths (\( L \)) and diameters (\( D \)) were then produced and their transmittance and sheet resistance measured. The networks displayed different behaviours above and below a certain thickness \( t_{min} \) and the transmittance as a function of sheet resistance was described through bulk (thick films) and percolation (thin films) theory. The ratio of dc to optical conductivity, \( \frac{\sigma_{DC,B}}{\sigma_{Op}} \), is a figure of merit used in the area of TCs to describe the behaviour of thick networks -
where conductivity is independent of thickness - and was shown to scale linearly with wire diameter, allowing us to write \( \sigma_{DC} / \sigma_{OP} \propto \frac{1}{D} \), though more work should be undertaken for understanding the individual dependence of the dc and optical conductivities on \( D \).

Furthermore, the conductivity ratio was shown to decrease with increasing nanowire diameter allowing us to write \( \sigma_{DC} / \sigma_{OP} \propto \frac{1}{D} \) but because of the inaccuracy of network thickness measurements, it was not possible to conclude on whether the dc or the optical conductivity (or both) were responsible for this diameter dependence.

In the percolative regime, the new figures of merit \( \Pi \) and \( n \) were used to describe the behaviour of the properties of thin networks. Values found for nanowires of different diameters spanned \( 20 < \Pi < 56 \) and \( 0.59 < n < 2.44 \) and it was found that larger \( \Pi \) and smaller \( n \) lead to better opto-electrical properties, which coincides with nanowires with small diameters. In particular, previous work has shown that smaller \( n \) leads to more homogeneous networks, which explains the decrease in \( n \) for nanowires with small diameter. \( \Pi \) is quite an unintuitive figure of merit since it is a function of \( n \), \( \sigma_{OP} \) and \( t_{min} \) (the transition thickness from percolative to bulk) and it is hard to relate it to the physical properties of the network. For this reason the sheet resistance at an industrially relevant transmittance of \( T = 90\% \), \( R_{S}^{T=90\%} \), was introduced. It was shown that \( R_{S}^{T=90\%} \) decreases for decreasing nanowire diameter. It was estimated that by preparing networks of wires with \( D = 25nm \), values as low as \( R_{S}^{T=90\%} = 25\Omega/\square \) could be obtained (for nanowires with length \( L = 5\mu m \)). This prediction has since then been fulfilled through the work of Leem et al. who have recently published a paper showing thin films of silver nanowires with transmittance \( T = 90\% \) and sheet resistance \( R_{S} = 12\Omega/\square \) were produced by spin coating silver nanowires with diameter \( D = 25nm \) and length \( L \sim 12\mu m \). This shows that, before any post-deposition treatment, networks of silver nanowires with opto-electrical properties matching that of ITO are already within reach.

The aim of the second part of this thesis was to design and characterise simple transparent flexible devices based on our study of the properties of one-dimensional nanomaterials. The first system studied was the dielectric capacitor made transparent through the use of porous nanostructured electrodes. Transparent flexible dielectric capacitors were made using carbon nanotubes, silver nanowires or graphene networks...
as the transparent flexible electrodes' material and PVAc or PET as the dielectric layer. Those devices displayed transmittance between 5% and 86%, capacitances ranging from 0.2 to 1.1 $\text{F cm}^{-2}$ and series resistances ranging from $9 \Omega/\square$ to $4 \text{k} \Omega/\square$ depending on electrode material. Impedance spectroscopy described the device through the use of an equivalent series RC circuit and it was shown that the series resistance of the equivalent circuit, $R_{\text{ser}}$, was equal to the combined resistances of the electrodes in series.

Capacitors with CNT electrodes were characterised by varying the geometry of the device, namely the thickness of the electrodes and of the dielectric. It was shown that areal capacitance can be adjusted by varying the polymer thickness following equation $C/A = \varepsilon \varepsilon_0 / d$, while the series resistance could only be controlled through the thickness of the electrodes. The transmittance of the device followed the definition for transmittance as a function of sheet resistance for thin metallic films, although the expression had to be squared to account for the two layers of carbon nanotubes that light must penetrate. Carbon nanotubes were found to be a good compromise between obtaining low enough surface roughness and high conductivity. However, silver nanowires would be an option worth examining for applications requiring very large conductivities. However, it was shown that the surface roughness of the nanowires paired with inhomogeneity from spraying may involve too much inconsistency for applications. Conversely, graphene was shown to display poor opto-electrical properties but showed incredible reproducibility.

This study showed what can be done by harnessing the incredible properties of novel nanomaterials. Indeed, simple devices such as dielectric capacitors can be controllably tuned to any specifications such as low sheet resistance, high transmittance, high capacitance, small time constant or large reproducibility. Many applications could follow from this work such as transparent and flexible gas, humidity or biosensors. Furthermore, materials could be paired in order to create electrodes pairing, for example, the high conductivity of silver nanowires with the consistency of graphene. Spraying would be a powerful tool in this case as a range of different nanomaterials could be controllably layered on top of the substrate. It would perhaps even be possible
to build a string of capacitors in series by simply spraying down successive layers of conducting materials and insulating materials such as boron nitride (BN).

The second type of devices characterised were transparent flexible heaters (TFH) made by using silver nanowire networks as Joule heaters. Those types of devices have been made in the past although the mechanism for heat transfer and heat loss has not been thoroughly investigated. A range of TFHs were made from networks of different thicknesses and their opto-electrical properties were characterised, obtaining $\frac{C_{DC, B}}{C_{Op}} = 70.44$, $\Pi = 25.83$ and $n = 5.6$. A range of currents was applied to each sample while the temperature as a function of time was measured and an expression derived to describe the data:

$$T(t) = T_0 + \frac{I^2 R}{\beta} \left[ 1 - \exp \left( -\frac{\beta}{(m_1c_1 + m_2c_2)} t \right) \right]$$

(8.1)

The dissipation constant, $\beta$, was introduced and extracted from the transient data for different samples and different currents applied. It was found that the $m_1c_1 + m_2c_2$ and $\beta$ terms are constant as expected with scatter due to flaws in the setup design. However, the study went ahead as a standard deviation on the data of 10\% was deemed reasonable. Expressions for the saturation temperature (temperature at $t \to \infty$) as a function of current

$$(T - T_0) = \frac{R_S I^2}{\beta} \frac{l}{w}$$

and transmittance

$$T_{bulk}(T_{r, bulk}, I) - T_0 = l \frac{1}{w} \frac{1}{\beta} \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{T_{r, bulk}}} - 1 \right)^{-1} \left[ \frac{Z_0}{2} \left( \frac{\sigma_{Op}}{\sigma_{DC, B}} \right) \right]$$

and

$$T_{perc}(T_{r, perc}, I) - T_0 = \frac{1}{\beta} \frac{l}{w} \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{T_{r, perc}}} - 1 \right)^{-(n+1)} \left( \frac{Z_0}{\Pi^{n+1}} \right)$$

(for bulk and percolative networks respectively) were derived and were shown to describe the data very well. The dissipation constant was extracted from the data with an average value $\beta = 0.0131$. Understanding the mechanisms behind the dependence of the network temperature on current and transmittance allowed us to summarise this dependence through generating a 3D surface plot of the saturation temperature. This plot showed that higher temperatures will be obtained by using films with higher
transmittance under high currents (e.g., $T = 100{}^\circ C$ for $T_r = 94\%$ and $I = 20mA$) although very thin films are more prone to breaking at high temperatures increase due to the fact that the network only carries a limited number of conductive paths. In the future, this plot will permit us to tune silver nanowire networks to the right thickness in order to obtain the desired saturation temperature for a certain applied current. This study shows that the heat dissipation mechanism for TFHs made from one dimensional nanomaterials can be easily explained from first principles. More importantly, this study shows that TFHs made from nanowires can be produced only using a minimal amount of materials which would lower their cost dramatically, since very transparent network yield the highest temperatures (with temperature increasing most rapidly in the percolation regime).

8.2 Future work: impedance study of networks of 1D nanomaterials

The study of the properties of silver nanowire networks in Chapter 5 showed that in order to obtain state of the art networks, polymer leftover from nanowire synthesis had to be removed from the networks to increase its opto-electrical properties. Indeed, in some cases, the presence of the polymer (usually PVP) caused the networks to be infinitely resistive. Although this in a huge inconvenience in the area of TCs, it has great advantages in the field of switches where the possibility of having a network, or part thereof, in an “on” or “off” state would be very useful. Some work has already been done on characterising this phenomenon. Nirmalraj et al.[168] have shown that by spray-depositing silver nanowires onto gold electrodes with a separation of about 1mm, “on” switching those devices could be imaged via conductive AFM as shown in Figure 8.1. In order to understand the switching mechanism of the networks, they applied a voltage to a range of networks with different nanowire densities and electrode separations. They were able to show that the relationship between the threshold voltage (at which the network switches on) and the network density follows a power law

$$V_{Th} = \left( \frac{N}{A} \right)^n$$  \hspace{1cm} (8.2)
Figure 8.1: (a) Topography of a random network of Ag nanowires. The metal coated AFM tip was used to locally activate sites in the network by applying a voltage pulse of 6 V for \( \sim 2s \) and then imaging the same network region under a lower bias of 200 mV. The current maps shown in b–f are a result of applying the voltage pulses at selected regions marked 1-5 on the topographic map. The network can be seen to turn on locally as the wires become connected to each other and to the electrode following local probe excitation. Note: the electrode is located at the top of the image.
where \( n \) is a function of electrode separation and increases sharply from -1 for small electrode separation to -0.5 for larger tip-electrode separations. However, a major part of the mechanism eluded them as they were unable to see the effect of the creation of the conducting paths other than optically. Indeed, until full paths are formed between the electrodes it is impossible to measure a current carrying information about the network. However, this problem can be avoided by applying an AC voltage to the network in addition to the base DC voltage and measuring the current response using impedance spectroscopy. In this case, even in the presence of an “open-network”, the effects of the changes in the network morphology can be recorder. We have done some preliminary work using this technique which was found to be very promising. Figure 8.3 shows the change in series resistance, parallel resistance and capacitance (extracted from the impedance spectroscopy data) as a function of the DC voltage applied. This data shows that until \( 3V \) is applied, the network shows no parallel resistance and exhibits the behaviour of a series RC circuit in agreement with a circuit which is switched off. Once a channel is created between the electrodes, a parallel resistance appears as shown in Figure 8.2. However, it must be noted that the values for the resistances and capacitance do not correspond to properties of the physical system. Indeed, impedance spectroscopy can only measure the values for the impedance of the “effective” equivalent circuit components. This is where lies this project’s main challenge: understanding the mechanism of network switching via information about an imaginary equivalent circuit which morphs as voltage is varied and as time goes by...
Figure 8.3: DC voltage is applied to the sample for a set time and impedance measured after each voltage change. The series and parallel resistance and the capacitance are represented in Figure 8.2. This data shows that at 3 V, a parallel resistance appears and the values for both series resistance and capacitance changes. The challenge will be to match the impedance description of the system to the actual physical system.
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